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1 Background 
 
Purpose 

 
1.1 This specification sets out the Provider delivery requirements which apply to 

the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) European Social Fund (ESF)  
2014 – 2020 contracts (England only), procured for the Northamptonshire 
Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) area.  
 

1.2 The specification explains requirements in full, to enable Providers to   
develop comprehensive delivery proposals and accurate pricing schedules. 
It comprises of two parts: 
 

 the main specification which sets out requirements for delivery, and 
additional information; and  

 the annexes, which contain further detail that may be useful in preparing 
tenders. 
 

Background to ESF (2014 – 2020) 
 

1.3 In June 2013 the Government set out the allocation of European Structural 
and Investment Funds (ESIF), including ESF money for the full seven-year 
period. The allocation was divided across LEP areas in England, with funds 
being distributed and managed by the ESF Managing Authority (MA).  
  

1.4 LEPs have an advisory role and documented their local/strategic needs in an 
ESIF Strategy. Initial strategies were submitted in October 2013, with final 
strategies being signed off by Government following formal adoption of the 
Operational Programme by the European Commission (EC) in Autumn 2015.  

 
1.5 ESF Provision can be funded via the MA or an approved Co-Financing 

Organisation (CFO) such as DWP, The Big Lottery or Skills Funding Agency 
(SFA). The MA will, in addition, organise direct ‘calls for proposals’ which will 
target specific LEP areas.   
 

1.6 DWP will consider the LEP’s local/strategic needs and ESF requirements 
when deciding the Provision to deliver in the LEP area.  

 
1.7 Provision for offenders will be delivered through the National Offender 

Management Service (NOMS) which will remain a Co-Financing 
Organisation. This means that current offenders are out of scope for this 
Provision. 
 

1.8 DWP as a CFO will tender, procure, manage contracts and provide 
equivalent match funding from key national programmes. 
 

Information relating to the geography of the area covered by this contract can be 
found in Annex 3. 
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ESF Programme and Objectives (2014 – 2020) 
 

1.9 The ESF Operational Programme as part of the European Growth 
Programme for England in 2014 – 2020 will deliver the Growth Programme’s 
priorities to increase labour market participation, promote social inclusion 
and develop the skills of the workforce.   
 

ESF Requirements   

 

1.10 Providers must meet ESF specific requirements set by the European 
Commission and failure to comply can result in a high financial risk for both 
Providers and DWP, as funds used inappropriately or for ineligible 
Participants or purposes and/or where the ESF requirements have not been 
met are recoverable from Providers. The ESF requirements are that: 
 

 ESF Provision must add value to existing available DWP Provision and 
other Provision in the locality and must not duplicate it; 

 Evidence must be kept at all stages for Participants who have started on 
ESF Provision; 

 A complete audit trail of key documents and electronic information must 
be captured, maintained and retained at all stages throughout the 
process; 

 The European Union (EU) regulations in connection with marketing and 
publicising ESF are met;  

 The requirements relating to sustainable development, equality, diversity 
and equal opportunities are met, and; 

 All required documentation for each Participant, including claims for 
payment, is made available so that an adequate audit trail exists. This is 
a key audit requirement. 

 

Further information on ESF Requirements can be found in Chapter 11 of the DWP 
Generic Provider Guidance.  

 

1.11 The requirements above apply to the whole supply chain throughout their 
delivery. If sub-contractors are used to deliver any part of the contract it is 
the responsibility of the Provider to adhere to these requirements and ensure 
its supply chain does the same.  The Provider is ultimately accountable for 
the ESF compliance of their contract.  Failure to comply with any of the ESF 
requirements can result in the repayment of funds.  Provider Guidance, 
which will be available with the ItT, will provide further information on 
requirements for ESF.   
 

Consortium of Providers 
 

1.12 If a consortium of Providers is formed to tender for this Provision, a lead 
contractor must be nominated. If successful; DWP will contract with the lead 
contractor, who in turn must contract with other Providers within the 
consortia (unless the consortium is a legal entity in its own right, in which 
case, DWP will contract with the legal entity). As above, the whole supply 
chain must comply with all requirements. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/466610/pg-chapter-11.pdf
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Roles and Responsibilities LEP and DWP 

 

1.13 The overall responsibility of LEPs in determining employment priorities are         

to: 

 

 advise on the employment priorities for their area; 

 identify the specific nature of the skills, support and engagement 
required to address worklessness amongst the most disadvantaged in 
their area; 

 advise on the type of Provision which should be procured to support the 
most disadvantaged into employment, through ESF monies; 

 provide DWP with an assurance that added value has been considered 
across the full range of Provision/delivery organisations across the LEP 
area. 

 
The overall responsibility of DWP working in partnership with the LEPs is to: 

 

 support the LEP in identifying gaps in Provision in their area;  

 assist in the design of Provision to meet local requirements; 

 provide the appropriate Match Funding for this ESF Provision; 

 provide advice and support to the LEP to help identify added value, 
value for money and avoid duplication or overlap with current DWP and 
other local Provision; 

 ensure the Provision meets requirements relating to equality and 
sustainability of Provision, ensuring robust audit trails are in place; 

 ensure the Invitations to Tender (ItT) and Provision specifications include 
the ESF requirements; 

 ensure the Provision process and funding models support audit 
requirements;  

 manage the tendering exercise from publication of the specification 
through to award of contract; 

 ensure Providers’ marketing and publicity arrangements meet ESF 
requirements; and 

 manage contracts in line with DWP standards and ESF requirements. 
 

The Commercial Approach 

 

1.14 DWP’s Procurement approach will be through open competition. The 
tendering process and evaluation will be managed through Bravo, DWP’s E-
Procurement System. The tender evaluation will consist of a qualitative and 
financial evaluation which will enable an award based on the Most 
Economically Advantageous Tender (MEAT).  
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Tender Evaluation 

 

1.15 The tender evaluation process is outlined in the ESF ‘Instructions to potential 
suppliers’ which will be available with the Invitation to Tender (ItT).  

 
1.16 DWP will manage the tendering and evaluation process. 

 
1.17 As part of the evaluation process, DWP will invite LEP representatives to 

contribute to the evaluation of the tenders. In such cases, the required 
ethical walls and declaration of non interest will be in place.   
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2 Overview of the Provision 
 
Purpose of Provision 
 
2.1 The purpose of the provision is to reduce the number of working age people 

with multiple barriers claiming key out of work benefits by supporting them back 
into sustained employment thereby reducing the pressure on public services 
and breaking the cycle of dependency. The provision will address the holistic 
needs of individuals and link them to the significant economic opportunities 
available in the Northamptonshire LEP area. Attendance on the provision is 
voluntary for Participants. 

  
2.2 The provision will be for the whole of the Northamptonshire LEP area but with a 

specific focus on the geographical areas of Corby, Kettering, Wellingborough 
and Northampton where levels of unemployment and wider inactivity are 
higher. 

 
2.3 Access to jobs is an issue for some parts of Northamptonshire, particularly the 

rural areas where limited transport links can create a significant barrier to taking 
up employment opportunities. For some this represents an additional barrier. 
The Provider will be expected to explore, recommend and find solutions for 
those with travel to work difficulties. 

 
2.4 The LEP has identified the following as the largest and fastest growing sectors 

in terms of economic and employment growth potential in Northamptonshire; 
 

 High Performance Technologies. 
 

 Logistics (and its supply chain). 
 

 Manufacturing and Advanced Technology. 
 

 Food and Drink. 
 

 Creative and  Cultural. 
 

 Construction. 
 

 Health and Social Care. 
 

 Professional Services.    
 

2.5 The provision must be Participant led with activities tailored to the needs and 
aspirations of each individual. However, when it is in the best interests of the 
Participant and their long term prosperity, they should be matched to jobs in 
these sectors where vacancies are likely to be the most plentiful and offering 
careers and long term employment. Providing the workforce that sustains the 
growth in these sectors will help the LEP meet their overall growth ambitions. 
(Other sectors are not to be excluded in Provider activities).    
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Geography 
 
2.6 The Provider is expected to deliver the Provision across the Northamptonshire 

LEP area (see Annex 3 for detail relating to geographical coverage). The LEP 
covers the local authority areas of; 

 

 Daventry; 

 Kettering; 

 Corby; 

 Northampton; 

 East Northamptonshire; 

 Wellingborough, and;  

 South Northamptonshire. 
 

Critical Success Factors 
 

2.7 Below are the Critical Success Factors for performance against which the 
success of this Provision will be measured. They will be based on attainment of 
performance levels stipulated by Providers for Cohorts of Participants for Short 
and Sustained Job Outcomes based on the definitions for each outcome and 
how these Cohorts will be attained based on monthly Cohort profiles: 
 

 number of Participants starting on the Provision; 

 percentage of Participants who start achieving a Short Job Outcome; 

 percentage of Participants who start achieving a Sustained Job Outcome. 
 

See Annex 8 for the definition of a Cohort. 
 

Contract Duration and Implementation 
 

2.8 The contract will consist of: 
 

 8-13 week Commencement Period from the Contract Commencement Date; 

 3 year Provision Period which will include any In-Work Support Provision 
appropriate to the Participant’s needs; 

 64 week payment tail; 

 There will also be a Run Off period under which the Provider will continue to 
have obligations under the Contract. 
 

2.9 All Participants are required to complete Provision by the end of the third year 
of the Provision Period. For Participants referred in the third year, it may not be 
possible for them to receive the full Provision duration. 
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2.10 Referrals will take place during the 2 years from the Service Start Date, and 
may be extended into the third year of the Provision Period.  DWP will discuss 
with Providers to determine the last date for referrals, taking into account the 
realistic prospect of Providers delivering the service and outcomes to 
Participants who will not be able to receive the full Provision duration. DWP will 
make the final decision. Any starts profiles for the third year will be agreed with 
the Provider and included in a Contract Variation however, Cohort and Cohort 
Profiles will remain the same as for the first and second year of the Provision 
Period (also see paragraph 6.6 on Performance). 

 
2.11 It is expected that Provider’s Implementation Plans (submitted as part of their 

tender) will document how they aim to meet the commencement period for the 
Provision. Discussions will take place post contract award to establish the exact 
service start date. However there may be exceptional circumstances post 
contract award whereby a Provider may not be able to meet a date within the 
commencement period. If this is the case DWP may negotiate a service start 
date outside the commencement period, taking into account the relevant 
circumstances and in agreement with the LEP. 

 

Contract Variations 

 
2.12 Contracts may allow for changes that might occur in the lifetime to be made 

where these do not represent a substantial change to the original contract. 
DWP will also have the option to extend for up to a further two years, subject to 
satisfactory performance of the contract and availability of funding. Any 
variations or extensions will be subject to discussion and agreement between 
the Provider, LEP, MA and DWP at the appropriate time.  

 
2.13 Where a requirement for a variation to the contract arises or is proposed, this 

will be progressed in accordance with the Change Control Process outlined in 
the Terms and Conditions. 

Length of time on Provision  

 
2.14 The maximum duration of this ESF Provision for a Participant is a continuous 

period of 52 weeks from the Participant’s start. Please see paragraph 3.48 for 
the definition of a start.  

 
2.15 Once a Participant starts DWP ESF 2014-2020 Provision, they are expected to 

remain on that Provision until they become a completer or early completer 
(regardless of changes to their employment status and engagement). See 
Annex 6 for Definitions and paragraph 3.67 for early completers. Participants 
will be allowed to change DWP ESF 2014-2020 Provision voluntarily during the 
life of the Provision where it is appropriate.  

 

Hours of Participation 
 

2.16 ESF Provision must be part-time for all Participants. 
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2.17 Participation in the ESF Provision must allow Participants who are in receipt of 
benefit to meet the requirements attached to their benefit, for example the 
conditionality requirements for Jobseekers Allowance (JSA).  

 
2.18 Part time hours for Participants who are inactive and not in receipt of benefit 

are defined as less than 30 hours. 
 

Please see Annex 6 for definition of unemployed and inactive for this Provision.  
 
Please see DWP Provider Guidance for further information on conditionality 
requirements and the Claimant Commitment relating to individuals on Universal 
Credit. 
 

Payment Model 
 

2.19 The contract value will comprise of the following payments:  
 

 Delivery Fee 

 Short Job Outcome Payment 

 Sustained Job Outcome Payment 
 

Please see Section 5 for more details on payments.  
 

Transition from existing programmes 
 

2.20 There will be no automatic transfer of Participants from existing DWP ESF 
contracts to this contract.  

 

Transfer of Undertaking (Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006 
 
2.21 Your attention is drawn to the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of 

Employment) Regulations 2006 (TUPE). It is the DWP's view that TUPE is 
unlikely to be applicable to ESF 2014-20 Provision. Nevertheless, it is the 
bidder’s responsibility to consider whether or not TUPE applies in the individual 
circumstances of their tender.  

 
For more information about TUPE and associated matters see -
https://www.gov.uk/transfers-takeovers. Further information can be found in the 
Terms and Conditions.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/dwp-provider-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/transfers-takeovers
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3 Service Delivery Requirements 
 

Aim 
 
3.1 The aim of the provision will be to help participants with multiple barriers to find 

sustained employment through early intervention and intensive support. The 
provision will; 

 
 Reduce poverty and worklessness in deprived areas; 
 
 Enable local communities to prosper; 
 
 Deliver extra support in key locations where additional barriers exist for 

some people; 
 
 Provide the intensity of support required by those with complex and / or 

multiple barriers to work; 
 
 Add value to the range of provision available and fill a gap for those who are 

ineligible for the Work Programme, and; 
 
 Encourage entrepreneurial activity and fill the gap that exists prior to 

participation on the New Enterprise Allowance contracted provision. 
 
3.2 This specification focuses on setting out the outputs and outcomes required for 

this Provision. See Section 5 for further details on payments. 
 

Delivery Location 
 
3.3 Providers are expected to be able to show detailed knowledge of the 

Northamptonshire local labour market and barriers that affect access to 
employment. There should be a clear linkage between current labour market 
needs and requirements and proposed solutions. 

 
3.4 The Provider is required to deliver the Provision across the entire contract area 

via a range of engagement methods that should include but is not limited to 
fixed delivery premises (on a full and/or part time basis) and outreach services 
to ensure that the Provision is accessible to all Participants.  

 
3.5 The initial engagement meeting must take place at Provider premises within the 

Contract Package Area (CPA).  
 

3.6 All premises must be easily accessible to Participants using public transport, 
meet all legal requirements and provide facilities commensurate with the 
requirements of this specification. 
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3.7 As a minimum the Provider must deliver from premises in; 
 
 Corby; 

 Kettering; 

 Wellingborough, and; 

 Northampton. 

 

3.8 Here unemployment and levels of economic inactivity remain high, despite the 
economic recovery. 

Participant Changes Address 

 
3.9 If a Participant changes address and moves outside the Contract Package 

Area, the Provider in agreement with the Participant needs to consider if 
participation is still appropriate as outlined below: 

 

 where possible and where suitable arrangements can be put in place (for 
example, where the Provider has a delivery presence or the Participant 
and Provider agree that remote working is appropriate), Providers will be 
required to continue to work with Participants and will be entitled to claim 
eligible outcomes. If the Provider decides that they are unable to support 
the Participant, they should gain agreement from the Performance 
Manager and inform the Participant who will be deemed an early 
completer (please see paragraph 3.67 for the definition of an early 
completer). 

 if the Participant moves address where commuting to Provision is 
unreasonable, delivery requirements can cease and the Participant will 
be deemed an early completer (please see paragraph 3.67 for the 
definition of an early completer). 

 Participants who change address during the Provision period, such that 
they reside outside of the CPA, may choose to change to another DWP 
ESF 2014-2020 Provision in their new location if they are eligible. (Please 
see paragraph 3.55 Accessing Other DWP ESF 2014 -2020 Provision).  

 

Identification of Potential Participants 
 
3.10 The Provider is responsible for identifying eligible Participants and should make 

links with other local organisations to market the Provision within the Contract 
Package Area, ensuring they maximise opportunities in order to achieve 
sufficient Participants. The Provider must conduct outreach and engagement 
activities to raise awareness of the provision and job opportunities available.  
Engagement and partnerships formed with local voluntary, community and 
social enterprise sector organisations will be crucial to the success of the 
provision. 

 
3.11 This Provision is voluntary and suitable applicants should be identified using 

different sources including but not limited to:  
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 Provider recruitment;  

 Jobcentre Plus (JCP);  

 Community and voluntary sector organisations; 

 Local Authorities;  

 GPs / Health workers; 

 Further Education Colleges and University of Northampton; 

 Housing Associations, and; 

 Self referrals. 
 

Please refer to ESF Provider Guidance for information on local organisations. 
 

Eligibility 
 

3.12 To be eligible for ESF, all Participants must be legally resident and have the 
right to take paid employment in the UK. Participants must be aged 16* or over. 
There is no upper age limit for Participants. *Subject to changes in UK legislation 

 
3.13 To be eligible for this Provision individuals must be unemployed  or inactive 

and fall into one or more of the following categories: 

 Long term Unemployed or Inactive (26 weeks or longer); 

 Basic Skills need 

 Have more than one barrier to employment. Barriers may include: 
o A lone parent; 
o An older worker (50+); 
o An ex offender; 
o Caring Responsibilities (including those returning to employment 

when caring responsibilities end); 
o Have physical disability or health condition, including Sensory 

Impairments; 
o Mental Health or Learning Disability 
o Drug / Alcohol dependency; 
o An ethnic minority; 
o Have low or no qualifications; 
o Language barrier (English not first language, etc). 

 
3.14 It is the Providers responsibility to check Participants are eligible to take part in 

this Provision. The Provider must ensure they have robust systems in place to 
perform the eligibility check. The Provider must retain evidence to confirm 
eligibility for ESF purposes for the full retention period – this will be an integral 
part of audit assessments (see Annex 2). 

 
Further information detailing the evidence which must be retained can be found in 
DWP Provider Guidance. 

 
3.15 DWP will not be responsible for determining eligibility, but will carry out internal 

checks, including benefit status, and whether potential Participants are 
participating in incompatible DWP Provision. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/dwp-provider-guidance
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LEP Priority Groups 
 

3.16 The LEP has identified some groups that need additional and intensive support 
over and above current mainstream provision due to the specific issues and 
barriers that they face in returning to work. The LEP has requested that the 
Provider should target the following groups as a priority, but not exclusively.  

  
 Young persons (aged 18-24), especially those that are NEET. 
 
 Older persons (aged 50 and over). 
 
 Vulnerable adults with complex barriers to work. Examples of vulnerable 

adults are those with physical or mental health illness, disabilities, 
homelessness and / or housing issues, alcohol and drug related 
dependency and those who are ex-offenders. (This is a non exhaustive 
list). 

 

 The long term unemployed (12 months plus). 
 
 Troubled families, including lone parents, and; 
 
 Carers. 

 

In addition, the Provider must assist; 

 Unemployed people who are considering moving in to self employment who 
are either ineligible for New Enterprise Allowance or who are not sufficiently 
advanced in their planning to be signposted to that provision or to any other 
local support for entrepreneurs. 

 
3.17 The Provider is expected to explain in their tenders how their recruitment 

processes will ensure Participants are identified from the priority groups 
specified in paragraph 3.16.  
 

3.18 The following is a brief synopsis of the priority groups in the context of both 
Northamptonshire and this contract;  

 

Young Persons (aged 18 to 24) 
 

3.19 In Northamptonshire in March 2015 there were 1,650 young people 
unemployed, which at 3% of the working age population is significantly higher 
than the 1.7% for all ages. The inclusion of young persons aged 18-24 in the 
priority groups will mean that the provision becomes part of a menu of support 
for young people within Northamptonshire and will complement other ESF 
activity in relation to additional provision of support though the National Careers 
Service and support to enable young people aged 18-24 to access advice and 
support for self-employment. The Provider must match up the opportunities 
within the local economy to young people who are looking to enter the labour 
market.  
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Older Persons (aged 50 and over) 
 

3.20 In February 2015 there were in excess of 1,800 over 50s unemployed in 
Northamptonshire which at 1.4% is actually lower than the overall 
unemployment rate. However, the longer term unemployed percentage figure is 
equivalent to the overall register. The LEP has identified that some older people 
will require additional support to re-enter the labour market, particularly those 
that have been unemployed for longer periods.  

Support for Vulnerable Adults 
 

3.21 The aim is to provide a more integrated and flexible approach towards 
supporting vulnerable people into work. Consultation with the local DWP office 
indicated that the demand and need for this service within the locality was 
greater than current provision was able to meet.  

Support for the Long Term Unemployed (out of work for 12 months or 
more) 
 

3.22 Individuals who have been unemployed and economically inactive for a long 
period of time (more than 12 months) and for whom previous interventions have 
been unsuccessful. They will be those who need intensive support and  
different provision to that received before. The Provider must help those facing 
barriers to work to take the job opportunities. It will improve their lives and 
regenerate local communities.     

Support for Troubled Families, including lone parents 
 

3.23 Northamptonshire has identified over 1,100 families who need support to ‘turn-
around’ their lives and who fit the government’s Troubled Families criteria over 
the next three years, with the aim being to support up to 4,000 over 5 years. 
These families are characterised as ones where no adult in the family is 
working, children are not attending or are excluded from school and family 
members are involved in crime and anti-social behaviour. 

3.24 A third data run has now been completed and an additional 354 families have 
been identified as eligible for support from the programme. The total number of 
families identified to date is 1,491. The programme has engaged with 734 
families up until December 2014 which represents almost 50% of the families 
that the county has committed to work with.  

3.25 Northamptonshire LEP values the integrated approach required with some of 
the members of these families and would like to ensure that the employment 
offer available through this type of initiative continues to be supported and that 
results in positive outcomes for unemployed adults within these families and the 
raising of aspiration levels in the whole family.  

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/support-for-families
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3.26 This provision takes into account the support that will be delivered through the 
Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) funded 
programme. The Provider must aim to bridge any gaps between the support 
provided by the Family Workers and Jobcentre Plus to ensure that support is 
targeted and that individuals are able to access and sustain employment. So 
long as existing support is not being duplicated, there is scope to offer different 
bespoke support.  

3.27 It is acknowledged that DWP staff are working with these groups on 
employability issues and that there is an opportunity to provide additional 
support to individuals within the Troubled Families Programme, who could be 
offered bespoke support provided this does not duplicate existing provision.  

Carers 
 

3.28 A quarter of women and a sixth of men aged 50 - 64 have caring 
responsibilities for a sick, disabled, frail or elderly person. Many people with 
caring responsibilities can and do balance work and care, but the more intense 
the caring, the more difficult this becomes. 12% of economically inactive people 
aged 50+ are caring for a sick, disabled or elderly person for 20 or more hours 
per week, compared to only 3% of workers. The public expenditure costs of 
carers unable to stay in employment have been estimated to be £1.3 billion a 
year. 

3.29 The Joint Strategic Needs Assessment for Northamptonshire estimated that 
there are 70,000 carers within Northamptonshire, of which 5,490 are aged 18+ 
and in receipt of carers allowance.  

3.30 The ageing population in the UK means that demand for care is likely to 
increase, so this is a problem that cannot be ignored. Furthermore, the 
Government is committed to ensuring that the skills and experience of older 
workers is not lost from the labour market. Part of this is about acknowledging 
the disproportionate impact caring responsibilities have on female and older 
workers and the consequent need to look for innovative solutions to help these 
groups to combine paid work with their caring responsibilities.  

3.31 Key statistics for Northamptonshire include: 

 Some of the largest increases in the number of carers - 18% in comparison 
with national averages. 

 

 Second fastest growing population with commensurate higher than average 
older people. 

 

 Highest increase in carers providing over 50 hours of care. 

3.32 The Northamptonshire Health and Well-being Board have endorsed this 
provision and wish to see strong links developed with the business sector.   
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Support for Unemployed individuals to enter Self Employment 
 

3.33 In terms of supporting entrepreneurship, uneven start-up and self-employment 
rates are evident across Northamptonshire. There are significant disparities 
across the county and in areas of disadvantage in Corby, parts of Kettering, 
Wellingborough and Northampton, self-employment levels are not as high as 
other areas. 

3.34 Traditionally people from disadvantaged areas or socially excluded 
backgrounds have found it more difficult, or have been less willing, to access 
business support to help them develop their business skills in order to create 
and / or sustain successful small businesses. 

3.35 Although these groups of people often have the acumen and entrepreneurial 
spirit to succeed in business, their lack of opportunities and the environment in 
which they live, can prevent or limit start up and business activities. To have a 
real impact on increasing the levels of enterprise and nurturing enterprising 
individuals, activity needs to be focused and targeted at deprived communities 
and delivered at local, community level. 

3.36 In addition, areas of low enterprise activity such as Corby are not seen as 
attractive areas in which to set up high growth businesses (either by local 
entrepreneurs or by those that need to be attracted to the area if current levels 
of deprivation are to be reduced). There are barriers to overcome that prevent 
people from accessing the support available and from maximising the potential 
benefits of participation. These include geographical and social isolation, lack of 
confidence and an ability to set goals and lack of computer and online skills. 

3.37 The Provider will complement and add value to activity delivered and funded 
through the National Enterprise Allowance (NEA) contract. The Provider will fill 
a gap that exists whereby those who are not sufficiently advanced with their self 
employment plans are ineligible for NEA support. The Provider will nurture the 
business ideas of individuals so that they do become ready to join NEA. 

Caseload Size 

 
3.38 Providers are expected to state in their tenders the average and maximum 

caseload size their staff will be expected to manage. This will form part of the 
contract and Providers will be expected to report upon this on a monthly basis 
to their Performance Manager. 

 

Provider and potential Participants initial meeting 
 
3.39 The Provider must meet face to face with the potential Participant to discuss 

the Provision; the Participant’s needs, check eligibility and inform the 
Participant that the Provision is funded by ESF and issue the leaflet ESF2020.  

 
3.40 The Provider must obtain personal details from the Participant and gain 

consent for this information to be passed to JCP. 
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3.41 An ESF1420 form must be completed for each eligible individual who has 
declared their wish to participate in the Provision. The information captured on 
the ESF1420 must be accurate and complete and will include: 
 

 Participant characteristic data; 

 a declaration from the Participant that they wish to participate in ESF 
Provision, understand that the Provision is funded by ESF and that they 
permit their information to be stored and used to register them for ESF and 
future ESF research; 

 endorsement (signature) from the Participant that the data provided is 
correct; 

 details of eligibility and evidence seen by the Provider to support the 
referral to Provision; 

 the postcode of the venue where the in-depth needs assessment is to be 
conducted and initial Action Plan is agreed; 

 endorsement (signature) from the Provider that the information supplied is 
correct to their knowledge and that they’ve seen documents confirming the 
Participant’s identity. 

 
3.42 The Provider must store the original ESF1420 form securely and send a copy 

to the DWP ESF Admin Team within 5 working days of Participant signature. It 
is envisaged that the Provider will send the form via email (as defined in 
Provider guidance) but there is a possibility in the short term that the Provider 
will be asked to use secure post. 

 
3.43 The DWP ESF Admin Team will check information contained in the form 

against Departmental system records and make an electronic referral which will 
appear on the Provider Referrals and Payments system (PRaP) the following 
day. Inaccurate forms will be returned to the Provider within 20 working days of 
receipt. 

 
3.44 If DWP system checks show that the potential Participant is taking part in other 

Provision that is incompatible with ESF funded Provision, the form will be 
returned to the Provider within 20 working days.  

 
Please see ESF Provider Guidance for more information.  

 

3.45 The Provider must either accept or reject the referral in PRaP. The Provider 
must contact the Participant to arrange a face to face needs assessment. It is 
recommended that this takes place within 5 working days of acknowledgement 
of the PRaP referral. 

 
Initial engagement meeting 
 

3.46 The initial engagement meeting must include a face-to-face in-depth needs 
assessment and the development, agreement and signing of an initial Action 
Plan. 
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Action Plan 
 
3.47 The Action Plan must detail activities linked to the requirements of the contract; 

set out clear goals and must be agreed and signed by the Participant and 
Provider. The Provider is responsible for co-ordinating activities outlined in the 
Action Plan to move the Participant towards their ultimate goal. 

 

Starting Provision 
 

3.48 A Participant will only be deemed to have started on Provision once a Provider 
has: 

 

  undertaken a face to face in-depth needs assessment;   

 agreed activities with the Participant and an Action Plan has been signed 
by both parties; and 

 the start date is recorded on PRaP. 
 
Where a Participant has not signed the initial Action Plan, Providers must not 
start them on Provision. 

 
3.49 Once the Provider has received a referral on PRaP they will have 20 working 

days to undertake the initial face to face engagement meeting (including 
agreeing and signing the Action Plan) and record the start date on PRaP.  (The 
start date must always be the date that the Action Plan was agreed and 
signed). 

 
3.50 Once the Participant has started ESF Provision, Providers are required to 

electronically supply DWP with Participant data to support ESF reporting 
(Participant data collected on the ESF1420 form). DWP are investigating the 
electronic method for the delivery of this information and it is assumed this will 
be via a web portal. 

 

Review of the Action Plan 
 
3.51 As a minimum, the Action Plan must be reviewed, updated and signed by both 

parties in a face to face monthly meeting; however frequency of these meetings 
should be tailored to meet the Participant’s needs. Where the meeting cannot 
be held face to face every month, or where the Participant cannot sign the 
updated Action Plan, reasons must be recorded by the Provider. 

 
3.52 At each review meeting the Provider must chart and record activities that have 

taken place; steps taken to achieve goals; and identify further activities to be 
taken forward. This should include any agreed activities relating to In-Work 
Support during the Participant’s Provision duration. The revised Action Plan 
must be retained by the Provider. Evidence of action planning must comply with 
Providers’ Customer Service Standards, the content of successful tenders and 
the Provision contract. The Provider must retain evidence of activities that have 
taken place to meet ESF evidence requirements (see Annex 2).  
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3.53 Providers are expected to actively manage Provision to ensure the actions 
detailed in the agreed personal Action Plan are delivered, managed, monitored, 
reviewed and evidence must be provided to show they have taken place.   

 
3.54 If a DWP Work Coach requests a copy of the final Action Plan, the Provider 

must send this within 5 working days of the request. 
 
Please refer to ESF Provider Guidance for further information on Action Planning. 

 

Accessing Other DWP ESF 2014-2020 Provision 
 
3.55 During the Provision duration, Participants can change to another DWP ESF 

2014-2020 Provision if they are eligible. They will be required to have an 
assessment and Action Plan with the new Provider and be allowed to 
participate for the full duration of that Provision. (Please see paragraph 5.12 for 
how this affects Job Outcome Payments).  

 
3.56 Once a Participant has completed Provision, including early completion, they 

can only access DWP ESF 2014-2020 Provision if it is in another CPA. 
 

Provision Delivery Requirements 
 

3.57 Participants must be provided with a focused programme of Information Advice 
and Guidance (IAG), early intervention activities, job skills development and job 
brokerage to support their return to sustained employment. One to one, 
intensive, personalised support is the preferred method of delivery but there are 
some instances when group sessions will be more practical when an interactive 
session involving others would be beneficial for Participants.  
 

3.58 As a minimum, the Provider must deliver the following for Participants;   
 
 Activities that increase confidence and motivation and build individual 

resilience; 
 
 Mentoring; 

 
 Identifying skills gaps and helping the individual to bridge them; 
 
 One-to-one practical employability support and job search activities such as 

help with applying for work, looking for work online and assistance with 
application form completion; 
 

 Interview techniques including the undertaking of mock interviews and how 
to present oneself to a prospective employer; 

 
 The development of relevant soft skills that might enable an individual to 

take entry level employment; 
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 One to one practical employability support and the development and 
nurturing of skills that are required by employers; 

 
 Matching individuals to vacancies (and in particular vacancies in the key 

growth sectors); 
 
 The creation of a CV for each participant; 
 
 Signposting to other training and employment support, and; 

 
 Discussing potential transport solutions for those who have this as a barrier 

to work.  

Self Employment Support 

 
3.59 A gap exists whereby individuals may have an interest in self-employment but 

are insufficiently prepared to join New Enterprise Allowance contracted 
provision. The Provider will be expected to deliver the following workshops to 
bridge that gap;  

 
 Pre Start Up. Exploring with Participants whether self-employment and 

starting a business is the best option for them and to provide an introduction 
to the basics of managing change and the legal frameworks of business.  
  

 Business Planning. Guiding Participants through the process of writing a 
business plan. 
  

 An Introduction to Sales. Techniques that can be used in sales campaigns 
for products and services.  
 

 An Introduction to Marketing. How to promote a business. 
  

 Accounting for Small Businesses. To inform Participants how to keep 
accurate and appropriate records and make timely financial decisions.    

 

3.60 Where necessary the Provider must also provide a range of bespoke one to 
one support including:  

 One to One Mentoring. Participants will be assigned a named business 
adviser who will provide one to one mentoring support to develop a business 
plan.   
 

 Business Planning Coaching. This should include both one to one and 
group coaching. The group sessions would support ‘softer skills’ to support 
confidence building and networking skills.  
 

 Advice and Information Services. On business planning and specialist 
areas (finance, legal, HR, Premises, marketing etc).  
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Complex Barriers 

 
3.61 Participants with complex barriers will need to be signposted to organisations 

that can offer the expertise that the Provider is unable to. For example, those 
with;  

 
 Debt or budgeting problems must be signposted to expert, independent 

financial advice organisations such as the Money Advice Service; 

 
 Alcohol or drug dependency issues must be signposted to those offering 

that specialist support, and; 
 

 Homelessness or housing issues must be signposted for practical 
assistance from the local charities, community organisations, housing 
associations or local authority services operating in this field.  

Employer Engagement 
 

3.62 The Provider must work with employers to;  
 
 Broker work placement and voluntary work opportunities that Participants 

will be able to attend in order to gain skills, recent work experience and a 
job reference that will help them in their quest to find employment; 
 

 Broker job opportunities, and;  
 

 Prepare and encourage them to recruit from the provision. 
 

Partner Engagement 
 

3.63 The Provider must work with local partner organisations and existing agencies  
to;  
 

 Avoid duplication of service and activity, and; 
 
 Enable activity at a community level and to dovetail with local projects that 

will be geared towards reaching out to those most in need of support.    
 

In-Work Support 
 
3.64 For employment which falls within the Participant’s Provision duration, In-Work 

Support may be required which meets the individual needs of the Participant to 
ensure they have the opportunity to sustain employment. On commencement of 
employment, Providers should agree with Participants the In-Work Support they 
will provide during their Provision duration and record this on the Action Plan. 
Activities to be delivered for In-Work Support should be detailed in Provider’s 
tenders; this will then form part of the contract. In-Work Support will maximise 
Provider’s opportunity to claim both the Short and Sustained Job Outcomes. 
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Provision duration 

 
3.65 The maximum duration of this ESF Provision for a Participant is a continuous 

period of 52 weeks from the Participant’s start date. Where referrals are 
permitted into the third year of the Provision delivery (see paragraph 2.10) the 
defined Provision duration for Participants may be reduced as Provision 
delivery will cease at the end of year three.  

 

Completing Provision 
 

3.66 Where a Participant completes the defined Provision duration they will be 
defined as a Completer. In addition, Participants who have been referred in the 
third year of the Provision delivery and remain on the Provision at the end of 
the third year will be defined as a completer.  Providers are required to record 
all completion dates on PRaP. 

 
Payments for Job Outcomes can be achieved after completing the Provision 
please see section 5 for Job Outcome definitions. 

 

Early Completer 
 

3.67 A  Participant will be deemed an early completer  and their Provision period 
ends where: 
  

 a Short Job Outcome is achieved during the Provision duration;  

 the Participant has moved address and, following discussions between the 
Provider and Participant, it is agreed that participation is no longer 
appropriate;  

 the Participant has chosen to move to a different DWP ESF 2014-2020 
Provision; 

 the Participant starts other DWP Provision which makes continued 
participation no longer appropriate; or, 

 the Participant has died. 
 
3.68 Where a Participant becomes an early completer, Providers are required to 

notify DWP of the Participant’s early completion date.  
 

3.69 Where a Participant becomes an early completer due to a Short Job Outcome 
being achieved, the early completion date should be recorded as the date the 
Job Outcome was achieved. 

 
Refer to ESF Provider Guidance for further information regarding reporting 
completion dates.  
 
Payments for Job Outcomes can be achieved after completing the Provision please 
see Section 5 for Job Outcome definitions. 
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Exit Review 
 
3.70 For 100% of Participants completing Provision (including early completion), 

Providers are required to conduct an exit review prior to completion of Provision 
to document the Participants’ progress and outcomes and highlight 
recommendations for future steps on the final Action Plan; gaining Participant 
agreement and signature (or where a signature cannot be obtained, reasons 
should be recorded by the Provider). 

Supplying ESF Participant completion data 
 

3.71 On completing ESF Provision (including early completion), Providers are 
required to collect Participant destination information, verified by the Participant 
(e.g. where the Participant upon leaving is in employment or education or 
training and where appropriate submit information where Participants have 
gained basic skills or a qualification). To support ESF reporting this information 
along with the Participant’s completion date must be securely submitted to 
DWP.  DWP are investigating the electronic method for the delivery of this 
information and it is assumed this will be via a web portal. 

 

Updating the Provider Referrals and Payment System 
 

3.72 There are points where Providers must ensure they update the PRaP system. 
Below are the key actions required: 
 

 Each referral must be acknowledged by accepting or rejecting; 

 Record a start for each Participant;  

 Record Job entries; 

 Record outcome fee claims, ensuring all appropriate evidence and 
documentation is held;  

 Record details of periods of Employment; 

 Record Completer information. 
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4 Customer Service Standards 
 
4.1 The success of this ESF Provision will be measured against a series of 

service standards to ensure that the service requirements are delivered. 
  

4.2 Delivery against respective responsibilities will be monitored through a 
combination of existing performance management practices and Provider 
engagement meetings. 
 

4.3 These service standards will be managed by the performance teams within 
DWP Work Programmes Division, including the DWP Compliance Monitoring 
Officers and Performance Managers supported by DWP Category 
Managers.  

 
Further information provided in Section 6. 

 
4.4 The customer service standards that the Provider must adhere to are: 

 

 sign and securely send a copy of the fully completed ESF1420 form to the 
JCP ESF Admin Team within 5 working days of  Participant signature; 

 100% of people who start the Provision have a signed Action Plan 
(agreed and signed by both Participant and Provider); 

 review the Action Plan with the Participant on a monthly basis, as a 
minimum; recording clear evidence that the review has been undertaken ; 

 for 100% of Participants completing Provision or completing Provision 
early; conduct an exit review prior to completion of Provision to document 
the Participants progress, outcomes and highlight recommendations for 
future steps on the final Action Plan. This must give specific details on 
what activities the Participant has undertaken; any qualifications gained; 
behaviours and next steps. This should be free text of at least 500 words; 

 in 100% of cases (where requested), send a copy of the final Action Plan 
to the JCP Work Coach within 5 working days of the request; 

 as part of your tender submission, any other Customer Service Standards 
detailed in your tender which will form part of the contract. 

 
Refer to ESF Provider Guidance and Terms and Conditions for further information.  

 

Management Information and Evidence 
 

4.5 DWP will use its Management Information (MI) for the on-going management 
of the Provision and for discussion with Providers.  
 

4.6 DWP will also require Providers to capture and use their own MI and retain 
evidence for contractual and performance purposes. This should include: 

 details of all periods of employment should be recorded on PRaP; 

 pipeline (forward look performance information relating to attainment 
of your Cohorts including job entries recorded in PRaP) data to inform 
performance discussions with Supplier Managers and Performance 
Managers; and 
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 robust tracking systems to be able to identify and performance 
manage Participants in each Cohort.   

 
NOTE: MI may require re-development and change over the life of the contract in 
order to meet the needs of DWP and the Provider. 
 
For further information regarding performance please see Section 6  and the ESF 
Provider Guidance.  
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5 Payment Model and Performance 
 
5.1 This section sets out information on the funds available for this contract, the 

payment model, the process for making claims for payments and the 
Department’s performance expectations.  
  

Contracts 
 
5.2 Set out below, are the maximum budget and minimum volumes for this 

contract. Providers should note that maximum contract values are fixed and 
DWP does not guarantee volumes. 
 

LEP 
Maximum Contract 

Value 
Minimum number of 

starts 

Northamptonshire £2,932,721 1,450 

 
5.3 The Provider is responsible for identifying eligible Participants and should 

market the Provision within the Contract Package Area, ensuring they 
maximise opportunities in order to achieve sufficient Participants to deliver 
their Cohort Profiles. 
 

Payment Model 
 
5.4 The contract will be paid via a payment model that focuses on: 

 

 The Delivery Fee will equal 25% of the contract value payable in equal 
instalments for 24 months from Service Start Date; 

 Short Job Outcome Fees paid on a unit price basis and will equal a 
maximum of 40% of the contract value; 

 Sustained Job Outcome Fees paid on a unit price basis and will equal a 
maximum of 35% of the contract value.  

 
Delivery Fee 

 
5.5 The Delivery Fee will be paid monthly in arrears; there will be 24 equal 

instalments commencing one calendar month after the Service Start Date. 
 

5.6 The Delivery Fee supports Providers in delivering the service to Participants.  

Starts Profile  
 
5.7 Providers must agree with DWP a monthly starts profile based on Cohorts 

prior to the start of their contract. If the numbers of starts are below the 
agreed profile, Providers will be challenged on their activities to attract 
referrals and convert these into Starts. If the conversion rate falls below the 
minimum performance level then performance improvement action will be 
taken. 

 
See Section 6 and Terms and Conditions, for more information.  
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Short Job Outcome Payment 
 

5.8 The Provider will be eligible to claim a Short Job Outcome Payment when a 
Participant has been in employment for a cumulative period of 13 weeks 
within a 26 week period, where the initial* job starts within the Provision 
duration or 4 week tracking period.  (See paragraph 5.14) 
*initial job start = The start date of the first job that contributes to Job Outcomes in the 
cumulative period. 
 

5.9 Only one Short Job Outcome Payment can be claimed per Participant. 
 

Sustained Job Outcome Payment 
 

5.10 The Provider will be eligible to claim a Sustained Job Outcome Payment 
when a Participant has been in employment for a cumulative period of 26 
weeks within a 52 week period, where the initial* job starts within the 
Provision duration or 4 week tracking period. The 26 eligible weeks 
contributing towards the Sustained Job Outcome must fall within the 52 
week period commencing from the first week of the Short Job Outcome. 
Providers are prevented from using any periods of employment which 
occurred before the first week that contributed towards the Short Job 
Outcome. *initial job start = The start date of the first job that contributes to Job Outcomes 

in the cumulative period. 

 
5.11 Only one Sustained Job Outcome Payment can be claimed per Participant. 

 

Job Outcome Payments where Participants change to another DWP ESF 
2014-2020 Provision 

 
5.12 Where a Participant, during the Provision duration, moves to another DWP 

ESF 2014-2020 Provision, the previous Provider will not be entitled to claim 
any Job Outcomes relating to that Participant. 
 

5.13 If a Participant commences Provision and it is subsequently identified that a 
Job Outcome payment has previously been made, DWP reserves the right 
not to pay another Job Outcome payment or to recover the previous 
payment. 

 

Tracking Period 
 

5.14 The tracking period is a 4 week period following immediately after the 
completion date.  
 

Employment 
 

5.15 To satisfy outcome definitions Employment is defined as, each week 
contributing to the required number of weeks in work will: 
 

 be a period of seven consecutive calendar days during which the 
Participant was employed (be that under contract, PAYE, self employment 
or otherwise with the exception of volunteering) on at least one day (but 
not necessarily for any minimum number of hours). 
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5.16 To be considered as ‘employed’ for the entirety of the seven day period the 

Participant was either: 
 

 not claiming or otherwise in receipt of a Relevant Benefit; 

 or, in the case of a Participant continuing to claim / receive Universal 
Credit, earned in the seven day period at least the Minimum Threshold. 

 
5.17 Relevant Benefit means any combination of Incapacity Benefit, Carer’s 

Allowance, Severe Disablement Allowance, Jobseekers Allowance, 
Employment Support Allowance, Income Support and/or Universal Credit 
(and or other such benefits detailed in Provider Guidance) as claimed or paid 
to the Participant. 
 

Refer to Provider Guidance for the Minimum Threshold levels which apply to 
Universal Credit claimants.  
 

Minimum Performance Levels 
 
5.18 Once the Provision has gone live, Providers will be required to deliver the 

following targets: 
 

1 100% of referrals either Start, Do not Start or Do not attend and the Start 
or Did not attend / Did not Start action is recorded in PRaP within 20 
working days of referral (a start is defined as someone who has had an 
assessment meeting with the Provider and there is an agreed Action Plan 
in place, signed by the Provider and the Participant); 
 

2 a minimum of 80% of referrals, measured both on an in-month basis and a 
cumulative basis, that are recorded on PRaP by DWP, start the Provision; 
 

3 as a minimum the number of Provision starts will never be below 85% of 
the cumulative starts profile; 
 

4 cumulative referral backlogs must be below 2%; 
 

5 no one will be in backlog for over 40 working days from the date of referral; 
 

6 Providers will have specified expected Short Job Outcome rates as part of 
the original tendering process; these are expressed as a single percentage 
of starts made for each monthly Cohort i.e. the same percentage for each 
monthly Cohort. Achievement of Short Job Outcomes for each monthly 
Cohort will be profiled by the Provider and each Cohort profile will become 
part of the contract as Minimum Performance Levels; 
 

7 Providers specified expected Sustained Job Outcome rates as part of the 
original tendering process; these are expressed as a single percentage of 
starts made for each monthly Cohort i.e. the same percentage for each 
monthly Cohort. Achievement of Sustained Job Outcomes for each 
monthly Cohort will be profiled by the Provider and each Cohort profile will 
become part of the contract as Minimum Performance Levels; 
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8 all Job Outcome performance measures will include cumulative 
performance from day one of the contract. 

 

Performance Offer 
 

5.19 DWP are looking for minimum performance offers on:  
 

 Short Job Outcomes i.e. proportion of Participants that are in employment 
13 out of 26 weeks;  

 Sustained Job Outcomes i.e. proportion of Participants that are in 
employment 26 out of 52 weeks; 

 the conversion of Starts to Short Job outcomes; and  

 the conversion of Starts to Sustained Job Outcomes, on a profiled Cohort 
basis. 

See paragraph 5.10 for definition of a Sustained Job Outcome.  
 

5.20 DWP will pay for both Short Job Outcomes and Sustained Job Outcomes 
based on your performance offer as a maximum percentage of the total 
contract value attached to the Job Outcomes, as detailed in paragraph 5.4. 
As part of your tender you will be asked for both your Short and Sustained 
Job Outcome offers by Cohort and achievement of the Cohort Profiles.  
 

5.21 DWP and the LEP are looking to maximise the use of ESF funds and ensure 
delivery capacity over the life of the contract. Tenders should therefore 
demonstrate a clear rationale, which is both stretching, yet achievable to 
support the Short and Sustained Job Outcomes expected to achieve.  

 

Payments 
 

5.22 All payments will be made via PRaP. Please note, that DWP can only make 
direct payments to United Kingdom and Northern Ireland bank accounts. 
 

5.23 Providers will be required to hold adequate information to support their 
claims. This information must be kept at an individual Participant level. 

 
For further information regarding evidence requirements please see Annex 2. 

 

Making Claims for payment 
 

5.24 Before submitting any claim, Providers will need to assure themselves that 
they only submit claims for payment to which they are entitled. Providers will 
be expected to make a declaration to this effect. 
 

5.25 To satisfy the audit trail, Providers will be expected to maintain a robust 
system of internal control which must include appropriate checks, monitoring 
arrangements and adequate records to demonstrate that they are entitled to 
make the claim.   
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5.26 The records maintained need to be sufficient not only to support any claims 
but also to allow internal management checks and independent validation, 
for example by DWP and other external bodies. The records maintained 
must document how and when the employment information was obtained 
and must be made available to test by DWP and other external bodies.  
 

5.27 When making claims, Providers must enter two dates into PRaP: 
 

 the initial employment start date; and,  

 the date the Participant has achieved the required duration of employment 
to meet the Job Outcome definition.  

 
5.28 During the contract period, Providers should aim to claim Outcome 

Payments in the 8 weeks following the qualifying period for the outcome.  
 

Validation 
 
5.29 DWP will independently validate payments on a regular basis by conducting 

a series of pre- and post-payment checks. These checks will be performed 
at the optimum time to allow DWP systems to be updated. 
 

5.30 Providers will need to ensure that they have the Participant’s written, 
informed consent allowing DWP to contact employers directly in pursuance 
of validation. This must be obtained for Participants who are not covered by 
the Designation Order process detailed in Chapter 5 of the DWP Generic 
Provider Guidance. It is the Provider’s responsibility to obtain this consent 
and to determine when it is obtained. Failure to obtain this consent may 
result in DWP not being able to validate Providers’ claims. Information, 
including the legal wording which must be used, is set out in DWP Generic 
Provider guidance. 
 

5.31 As part of the validation process, where DWP identifies overpayments, the 
error rate will inform extrapolation calculation across the total population of 
paid claims for the sample period concerned. The error rate will include a 
proportion of payments/claims which DWP has been unable to conclusively 
validate or invalidate. Such ‘unable to validate’ claims will be apportioned in 
line with the claims that have passed or failed validation.  DWP will recover 
monies in line with the adjusted error rate. In order to perform this 
adjustment a statistically valid sample will be used that is representative 
across the total paid claim population. DWP will automatically deduct 
recoveries from the next payments due or invoice the Provider. 
 

5.32 For the purposes of formal intervention (Performance Improvement Notices) 
the last known validation figures will be used.  

 
Further information can be found in the Terms and Conditions and the ESF Provider 
Guidance. 
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Final claims for payment 
 

5.33 The final date that any claim for payment can be accepted for this Provision 
will be 64 weeks after the Provision delivery ends (see paragraph 2.8 for 
further details).  
 

Assurance Processes 
 

5.34 It is essential that we can provide assurance to the taxpayer that publicly 
funded Provision is delivering a quality service and value for money has 
been obtained. This will be measured using the following methods (this list is 
not  exhaustive): 
 

 Provider representation at national and local performance meetings as 
agreed with DWP at post-tender clarifications; 

 Provider procedures to handle Participant complaints, which must be 
available to DWP and the Independent Case Examiner (ICE) upon 
request;  

 Providers’ annual self-assessment report (further information regarding 
self-assessment is available in Chapter 7 of DWP Generic Provider 
Guidance);  

 Performance management process as outlined in section 6 of this 
document; 

 Payment Validation; 

 Audit by DWP, NAO and ESF auditors, this list is not exhaustive. 
 

The methods detailed above are in addition to the activities carried out by 
the Provider Assurance Team, detailed in Section 6.  
 

Code of Conduct and Merlin Standard 
 
5.35 The DWP Code of Conduct spells out the key values and principles of 

behaviour which DWP expects of Organisations which are essential for 
creating healthy, high performing supply chains. Organisations that contract 
with DWP will be expected to operate in accordance with the Code of 
Conduct. The Code is Annex 1 to the DWP Commissioning Strategy and can 
be found at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/dwp-
commissioning-strategy-2014 
 

5.36 The Code is given effect in part through the Merlin Standard. Providers will 
be assessed (at their own expense) against the Merlin Standard by a third 
party organisation – the assessment and accreditation service Provider. 
Merlin Accreditation is, where delivery partners are utilised, mandatory. 
Further information on accreditation timescales and remedial actions against 
failure to obtain or retain accreditation is detailed in the Terms and 
Conditions.  
 

5.37 For further information regarding the Merlin Standard, please see the Merlin 
website www.merlinstandard.co.uk.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/260425/pg-chapter-7.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/dwp-commissioning-strategy-2014
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/dwp-commissioning-strategy-2014
http://www.merlinstandard.co.uk/
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6 Quality, Evaluation, Performance Management and Category 
Management 
 

Purpose 
 
6.1 This section provides a summary of the information required to meet 

contractual obligations relating to quality, evaluation, performance and 
contract management. Further information will be set out in the Provider 
Guidance and Terms and Conditions which will be available with the ItT. 
 

6.2 DWP is committed to raising the standards of its contracted Provision 
making continuous improvement an integral part of its contracting 
arrangements. 

 

Performance Management and Category Management 
 
6.3 ESF contracts will be managed by Category Managers, Supplier Managers 

and Performance Managers. Provider performance is based on an 
assessment of performance priority which considers a range of factors 
including contract value, compliance with the contract, performance and 
security. 
 

6.4 Where Providers have a supply chain the Provider will be responsible for 
managing their supply chain, including addressing poor performance. The 
Provider will need to ensure that all systems and processes used for the 
monitoring and recording of performance are robust, provide a clear audit 
trail of evidence and give confidence to DWP that the Provider and their 
supply chain are delivering the Provision in accordance with the overall 
contractual obligations. 

 
6.5 The Provider must appoint appropriate named contacts who will work with 

the DWP Category Manager, Supplier Managers and Performance 
Managers to ensure the ESF Provision is delivered as specified in the 
contract and that required standards and performance levels are met.  
  

Performance 
 
6.6 DWP operates a robust performance management regime to hold Providers 

to account for performance offers within their contracts. DWP Supplier 
Managers and Performance Managers will hold regular Contract 
Performance Review (CPR) meetings with Providers which will focus on 
achieving contractual performance based on monthly and yearly Cohort 
Profiles and Customer Service Standards, and attainment of performance 
and delivery in line with the Contract. Performance will be managed on both 
quantitative and qualitative aspects of their contracts. Category Managers 
and staff representing JCP Districts may also attend these meetings.  
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6.7 DWP will use MI presented by PRaP for the on-going management of the 
Provision and for discussion with Providers. DWP will also expect Providers 
to capture and use their own MI and retain evidence for contractual and 
performance purposes. This should include pipeline data to inform 
performance discussions with Supplier Managers and Performance 
Managers (forward look performance information relating to attainment of 
your Cohort Profiles) and robust tracking systems to be able to identify and 
performance manage Participants in each Cohort Profile. 
 

6.8 DWP’s performance teams may visit Provider premises on an ad hoc basis 
(announced and unannounced) to investigate performance for example, 
under or high performance.  
 

6.9 As DWP is committed to transparency on how its programmes are working, 
Providers need to be aware that MI will be shared across Providers and may 
also be fed into published Official Statistics on DWP ESF Provision. 
Consequently Providers must treat information they have access to as 
restricted, and for their use only, ahead of formal publication. Official 
Statistics may also cover performance expectations at Provider level. 

 
Further information can be found in the Terms and Conditions.  

 

ESF Compliance Monitoring Officers 
 

6.10 The Compliance Monitoring Officer’s (CMO) role is to perform regular 
evidence based checks that all ESF funded Providers are adhering to the 
delivery models set out in their contracts.  
 

6.11 This includes checking samples of Participant records to validate eligibility, 
activity and payment for these Participants supported by the Provider and, if 
appropriate, their supply chain. CMOs will check that the ESF Regulatory 
Requirements, in terms of Marketing and Publicity; Sustainable 
Development; Equality and Diversity; Document Retention are being 
adhered to (no paper copies). 

 
6.12 DWP specify the location where the checks will take place and we expect 

them to be centralised. All records must be available on the Provider system 
for inspection.   
 

6.13 Providers are expected to have the necessary remote IT equipment which 
they can bring to the location to enable DWP to carry out centralised checks 
of the Providers systems; this includes the Provision of any necessary 
electronic evidence that is required by the CMO to undertake the checks 
effectively.  DWP will carry out these checks at the following locations: 
 

 London; 

 Birmingham; 

 Sheffield;  

 Leeds; 

 Newcastle. 
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6.14 All issues arising from CMO checks are reported to the Provider, 
Performance Management Team, Category Manager and Provider 
Assurance Team. Contract review meetings with DWP Supplier Managers 
and Performance Managers will include discussions around compliance 
issues identified by CMOs. Further information regarding CMO will be 
detailed in the ESF Provider Guidance which will be available with the ItT. 
 

6.15 DWP reserves the right to carry out physical checks on documentation as 
part of this process. 

 

Contracted Employment Programmes (CEP) Provider Assurance Team 
 

6.16 The primary purpose of the (CEP) Provider Assurance Team is to provide 
the DWP CEP Director with an assurance that:  
 

 Payments made to DWP Contracted Employment Programme Providers 
are in accordance with DWP and Treasury requirements;  

 Public funds and DWP data are protected; and, 

 Value for money has been obtained. 
 

6.17 This work is carried out by the Provider Assurance Team working in 
partnership with the Security and Business Continuity Team by reviewing 
Providers’ internal control systems to assess their ability to manage risk 
across four key areas; 

 Governance Arrangements – covering the Provider’s governance 
arrangements, systems for tracking and reporting performance and their 
anti-fraud measures; 

 Service Delivery – includes the Provider’s systems for starting, ending 
and moving Participants through Provision and generally looks to ensure 
that DWP is getting the service it is paying for. This section also covers 
management of the supply chain; 

 Claim Procedures and Payments – looks to ensure that Providers have 
in place effective systems to support their claims for payment, including 
appropriate segregation of duties; and 

 Data Security – looks to ensure that Providers have in place adequate 
systems to safeguard DWP data whilst it is being stored and/or 
transmitted around their organisations. 

 
6.18 The Provider Assurance Team and the Security and Business Continuity 

Team operate at a national level enabling them to present CEP Providers 
operating across regions with a single view of the effectiveness of their 
systems; each Provider will have a nominated Senior Provider Assurance 
Manager and therefore a single point of contact within DWP for management 
of assurance related issues / concerns. 
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6.19 On completion of each review, Providers are awarded an assurance rating 
from the following four categories – weak, limited, reasonable and strong 
and an assurance rating from the Security and Business Continuity Team 
regarding data security. They are also sent a formal report which details the 
review findings including key strengths and areas for improvement; where 
weaknesses have been identified they are asked to complete an action plan 
setting out appropriate steps for improvement and this is followed up at an 
agreed point. 
 

6.20 The timescale for a subsequent review is determined by several risk factors; 
these include the Provider’s current assurance rating, the contract value and 
intelligence from internal stakeholders. Provider reviews are conducted over 
a period of up to 20 weeks. The resource allocated to each review depends 
on the complexity of the contract delivery. 

 
6.21 Findings from each review are routinely reported to the relevant category 

managers/supplier managers and other DWP stakeholders.  Remedial 
actions may  be taken in the following circumstances: 
 

 If following a Weak or Limited Assurance level from the Provider 
Assurance Team and / or an equivalent rating from the Security and 
Business Continuity Team, the Provider’s subsequent assurance level is 
the same or worse for the same reasons, or the Provider is awarded a 
consecutive third weak or limited assurance, regardless of the reasons; 

 Where there are suspicions that a Provider may be acting 
inappropriately the team will refer to Internal Investigations as the 
experts trained in the legalities and techniques required to carry out 
formal investigations. 

 Where there are serious concerns around data security these are 
reported through the respective channels to colleagues in Supply Chain 
Information Assurance Team. 

 
Further details on remedial actions can be found in the Terms and Conditions.  

 
6.22 DWP will periodically publish Provider assurance levels and names (note- 

this will not include reports or supporting information). This is to satisfy a 
commitment DWP made in response to a Freedom of Information request 
and to support DWP’s commitment to public transparency. 
 

6.23 The Provider Assurance Team will work with successful Providers to ensure 
that they understand what is expected of them and are, therefore, 
adequately equipped to develop robust systems to support their service 
delivery model when the ESF Provision goes live.  

 
Quality 

 
6.24 Our expectation is that Providers will invest in and be active in their own 

improvement and development through a process of continuous self-
assessment and action planning. 
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6.25 A self assessment must be completed within 6 months of contract start-up 

then annually thereafter. 
 
See DWP Provider Guidance for more information about self assessment 
requirements.  

 

Evaluation and Reporting 
 

6.26 Independent evaluation will be an important element of the ESF Provision 
and Providers will be asked to cooperate in a range of evaluations, 
commissioned by the DWP ESF Managing Authority and the DWP CFO. 
  
Refer to DWP Provider guidance for further information.  
 

6.27 Other interested parties and Government Departments as part of wider 
cross-government agendas may commission further evaluations and 
Provider assistance will be expected when required.  
 

6.28 As part of this evaluation work researchers may wish to visit and interview 
Providers and their supply chain, Participants and employers involved in the 
Provision.  Providers may be asked to provide the relevant contact details 
and in order to facilitate this process Providers should seek advance 
agreement from Participants to take part in evaluations. 

 
6.29 Advance notice will be given to Providers where their cooperation is 

required. 
 

6.30 An end of project evaluation report will also be required highlighting 
innovative delivery practices and achievements against the cross cutting 
themes. 

  

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/dwp-provider-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/dwp-provider-guidance
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Annex 1: Additional Information 
 

A1.1 This section provides additional information Providers should consider when 
setting out their tender, and expected delivery standards.  
 

Financial support for Participants 
 

A1.2 Participants must not be worse off by virtue of attending ESF Provision. 
Providers are responsible for travel and additional support costs while 
Participants are participating in the Provision. The following paragraphs 
provide the guidelines used by JCP when determining financial support in 
these areas. 
 

Additional Support 
 

A1.3 Additional support is defined as any support that allows a Participant who 
needs extra help to attend and participate fully in Provision (e.g. clothing, 
child care and specialist equipment e.g. a specialist key board). Providers 
must, as part of their obligations under the duties of the Equality Act 2010 
take the necessary steps to obtain and provide special aids or services that 
might be needed for participation. Providers must include these costs within 
the financial part of their proposal.  
 

Further information relating to specialist equipment can be found at: 
https://www.gov.uk/reasonable-adjustments-for-disabled-workers 

 

Travel expenses 
 

A1.4 The Provider is responsible for funding the Participant’s travel costs to attend 
ESF Provision. If the Participant attends interviews arranged by the Provider 
e.g. to undertake work related activities, job interviews or other related 
interviews, then the Provider is responsible for funding their travel costs. 
 

A1.5 The Provider will be required to actively promote the access to funding for 
travel expenses as part of their promotional campaign.  

 
A1.6 There is no requirement to provide a Participant with travel expenses once 

they have moved into work, however, should the Provider wish to offer to 
fund travel costs to cover the time between any last benefit payment and first 
salary payment, this will be at the Provider’s discretion and will not be 
included in outcome payment claims. 
 

Childcare 
 

A1.7 Where it is a barrier to participation in the ESF Provision, childcare should be 
funded by the Provider. Childcare for attendance should only be funded for 
an approved activity, if it is provided by: 

 
 

https://www.gov.uk/reasonable-adjustments-for-disabled-workers
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 carers registered with Ofsted (Office for Standards in Education); 

 a carer accredited under the Childcare Approval Scheme, run on school 
premises out of school hours or as an out of hours club by a LA; or  

 schools or establishments exempted from registration under the Children’s 
Act 1989 or operated on Crown property. 

 
A1.8 The Provider will be required to actively promote the access to funding for 

childcare costs as part of their promotional campaign.  
 

A1.9 The parent or guardian can make alternative arrangements. However, costs 
should not be paid unless the carer is in one of the above categories (see 
paragraph A1.7). 

 
A1.10 The child / children must satisfy the age requirement (see below) and be a 

dependant of and residing with the Participant. 
 

A1.11 DWP currently sets its costs for childcare up to the Tax Credit limits. 
Providers should consider the following limits when developing and pricing 
their proposals:   
 

 help with childcare costs can be paid up to, but not including, the first 
Tuesday in the September following the child’s 15th birthday;  

 parents requiring childcare for five days a week can claim up to a   
maximum of £175 per week for one child and £300 per week for two or 
more children; and 

 if the Participant is attending an approved activity of less than five days a 
week, they can claim up to the maximum daily rates of £35 per day for 
one child and £60 per day for two or more children. 

 
A1.12 Providers must not recommend particular childcare facilities to Participants. 

This is to ensure that DWP and / or the Provider does not take on the liability 
for the safety of children. It is the parents’ responsibility to decide with whom 
they entrust the care of their children. 
 

A1.13 Providers may choose to arrange for a crèche facility to be on their 
premises. However, they must ensure it is the parents’ choice whether their 
child uses the facility. Providers should also ensure that any crèche facilities 
adhere to current legislation.  

 

Replacement caring costs 
 

A1.14 Providers are expected to fund replacement care costs for individual 
Participants, who are: 
 

 aged 18 or over;  

 not in work, or work less than 16 hours per week; and  

 spend a significant proportion of their lives providing unpaid support to 
relatives, partners or friends who are ill, frail, disabled or have a mental 
health or substance misuse problem. 
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A1.15 Carers must be participating in an approved activity and/or incur one-off 

replacement care costs when attending an interview with a Provider or 
employer which has been pre-arranged / agreed by the Provider. Other 
alternatives, such as moving the time/date, should be considered before 
replacement care costs are paid. 
 

A1.16 The Provider will be required to actively promote the access to funding for 
replacement caring costs as part of their promotional campaign.  
 

A1.17 Replacement care costs should not be paid if the replacement care is 
provided by family members.   
 

A1.18 Replacement care must be provided by a local authority registered Provider, 
a local authority preferred Provider, or a recognised care organisation within 
the local area. Providers should work with Jobcentre Plus to ensure that the 
Provider meets these criteria.    
 

A1.19 Providers must not recommend particular replacement care to Participants. 
The carer, or the person being cared for, must do this, as it is their 
responsibility to decide who should provide the care.   
 

Checks for the Disclosure and Barring Service 
 
A1.20 Should the service Provision need a check as required and permitted by the 

Disclosure and Barring Service, Providers are responsible for the associated 
costs.  
 

Referrals and Payments System 
    
A1.21 Providers will use the PRaP system to receive their referrals, record 

Participant activity (when Participant starts, completes, ends Provision, starts 
a job and remains in a job for the specified sustained period) and make 
claims for payments.  
 

A1.22 Providers will need to have met relevant security requirements before 
contracts go live.  More information on the PRaP system can be found at: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/provider-referrals-and-
payments-prap-system-for-dwp 

 
A1.23 Direct access to PRaP will be made to the lead contractor. 

 
Further information regarding PRaP actions will be detailed in the Provider 
Guidance.  

 
 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/provider-referrals-and-payments-prap-system-for-dwp
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/provider-referrals-and-payments-prap-system-for-dwp
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Interaction with other Provision and Participation in other programmes 
and initiatives 
 
A1.24 DWP Provider guidance for each specific Provision gives information relating   

to participation in other programmes and initiatives. 
 
Refer to ESF Provider Guidance for further information. 
 
A1.25 Providers are expected to help Participants to access other relevant services 

for which they are eligible so that ESF Provision is experienced as part of a 
coherent package of employment and skills support.  When Participants are 
referred to other services, Providers must ensure an effective exchange of 
information to help deliver a seamless service to the Participant. Any 
exchange must be in accordance with the Data Protection Act.  
 

A1.26 It is acceptable for Participants to join two or more ESF Provisions if they are 
with different CFOs or with a CFO and a direct project (direct call Provision 
via the Managing Authority). Each Provision will pay independently for 
delivery/achievement of the activities they have contracted for.   

 

Partnership Working 
 
Providers working with Government, DWP and JCP: 

 
A1.27 During the lifetime of the contracts, there will be regular interactions between 

Providers and DWP to ensure the effective delivery of the Provision. 
Providers should ensure they establish robust links with local JCP 
representatives to facilitate effective partnership working. 
 

A1.28 The Provider will be required to inform JCP when Participants start and 
leave/complete Provision in accordance with Provider Guidance (which will 
be available with the ItT). 

 
A1.29 The Provider will be required to work collaboratively with both DWP and sub-

contractors (where applicable) throughout the life of the contract to resolve 
any delivery and/or supply chain issues and deliver continuous improvement. 
 

A1.30 Transparency throughout the Supply Chain will be key to collaborative 
working and DWP will require the Provider to share market information and 
good practice via contract review meetings. 
 

A1.31 As the contracting body, DWP will be the single point of contact for 
Providers. DWP will facilitate contact between the Provider and the LEP 
representatives where it is deemed to be necessary. There will be no 
requirement for the Provider to contact the LEP representatives directly or 
vice versa.  
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Working with strategic and local partners: 
 

A1.32 Partnerships are central to the delivery of DWP objectives and statutory 
duties and DWP believes that effective partnership working will be key to 
effective delivery of ESF Provision. As a result, Providers are required to 
work with a wide range of local partners to ensure the best possible 
experience for every Participant. 
 

A1.33 Providers are required to work with local partners to ensure that proposals 
reflect the specific needs of Participants across the LEP area and take into 
account local strategies and services. Providers should aim to improve 
performance and individual service wherever possible and improve the 
effective use of public funds in a locality / area. 
 

A1.34 Local partners may include, but are not limited to: 
 

 DWP / JCP; 

 LEPs; 

 Local Authorities; 

 Regional ESF partners; 

 Employers; 

 National Offender Management Service (NOMS); 

 Skills Funding Agency (SFA); 

 Local health services; 

 Voluntary and community sector and specialist organisations; 

 Big Lottery. 
 

Working with Small to Medium Enterprise (SME) 
 
A1.35 DWP is committed to supporting the government target of 25% of 

government spending with third party suppliers to go through SMEs through 
either direct or indirect spend where it is relevant to the contractual 
requirement and provides value for money. DWP therefore actively 
encourages Providers to make their sub contracting (if applicable)   
opportunities accessible to SMEs and implement SME-friendly policies by: 
 

 Opening their supply chain to SMEs by splitting requirements into smaller 
elements to make them more attractive to the SME market whilst bringing 
innovation, flexibility and value for money; 

 Advertising any sub-contracting opportunities where appropriate and 
economical to do so, for example by using Contracts Finder or informing 
local networks/partners; 

 Where possible paying SMEs earlier than the contractual requirement of 
30 days from receipt of valid invoice; and 

 Working with SMEs throughout the life of the contract to develop 
innovative and cost effective solutions delivered through the supply chain. 

 
Regular contract review meetings will be used to explore continued and 
increased use of SMEs where appropriate throughout the life of the contract. 
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Participant feedback and complaints handling 
 

A1.36 Providers must have an appropriate complaints process (this should apply to 
the whole supply chain, if appropriate) to attempt to resolve Participants’ 
complaints. Where complaints cannot be resolved, a Participant can 
complain to the Independent Case Examiner (ICE). ICE will mediate 
between the lead contractor and Participant to attempt to broker a resolution.  
 

A1.37 Providers must explain the feedback and complaints processes to 
Participants at the start of Provision as part of their induction.  

 

Further information regarding complaint resolution can be found in the terms and 
conditions and DWP Providers Complaint resolution core briefing pack.  
 

DWP Customer Charter 
 

A1.38 DWP is committed to providing high quality and efficient services to our 
customers. The DWP Customer Charter sets out the standards that 
customers can expect and what their responsibilities are in return.  DWP are 
dedicated to raising the standards of all our contracted Provision and require 
all Providers and sub-contractors to embed the principles of the Customer 
Charter into the services they deliver on DWP behalf. The customer charter 
can be found at: http://www.dwp.gov.uk/docs/customer-charter-dwp.pdf 
 

Business Continuity 
 

A1.39 As part of the contract implementation, Providers will be asked to supply 
details of how business continuity arrangements will be implemented and 
how these requirements will be covered.  We expect Providers to: 
 

 provide robust Business Continuity Plans and Disaster Recovery 
arrangements for all services; 

 provide DWP with sufficient evidence to demonstrate these are in place;  

 regularly test all contingency arrangements, providing relevant evidence 
and outcomes of tests to DWP via Category Managers; and 

 immediately notify DWP in the event of a business continuity incident or a 
significant disaster. 

 

Data Protection 
 

A1.40 DWP treats its information as a valuable asset and considers that it is 
essential that information must be protected, together with the systems, 
equipment and processes which support its use. In order to protect 
Departmental information appropriately, Providers and their supply chain (if 
appropriate) must put into effect and maintain the security and safeguards 
appropriate to the nature and use of the information.  All Providers of 
services to the DWP must comply with the DWP’s relevant policies and 
standards.  The Standards are based on International Standards 27001, but 
with specific reference to the Department’s use. Compliance is demonstrated 
through the completion of a security plan. Bidders are required to submit a 
draft security plan as part of their tender and are expected to maintain this.  
 

http://www.dwp.gov.uk/docs/customer-charter-dwp.pdf
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Further information can be found in the Terms and Conditions.  
 

Other Opt In Organisations and Co-Financing Organisations 
 

A1.41 Where the LEP has engaged with either the Skills Funding Agency (SFA) or 
Big Lottery to deliver their strategies, DWP will require assurance from the 
LEP that this Provision will complement, add and not compete with the 
Provision the LEP has asked other CFOs to procure.   

 
Skills Funding Agency 
 
A1.42 The SFA as a CFO will support LEPs who opt in with them to procure 

education and training Provision outlined in their ESIF Strategies for the 
2014 – 2020 ESF period. The SFA can also in exceptional circumstances 
provide employability training but only where education or skills are the main 
focus of the Provision. 
 

A1.43 The SFA is responsible for the funding and Procurement of all skills 
Provision.  Providers should be clear on the Provision supported by the SFA 
to avoid duplication. Tenders will be expected to detail how Providers will 
identify and link with organisations offering such skills Provision locally, 
where Participants are eligible, in order to complement the ESF Provision 
and detail how any gaps in support can be filled. 

 
A1.44 Providers should be aware of the services available through the skills system 

delivered by the SFA in England and may wish to consider what part the 
skills system may play when developing tenders. 

 
A1.45 Details of SFA specifications used for their skills Provision are available from 

SFA web site:  Skills Funding Agency: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/skills-funding-agency 
 

The Big Lottery Fund 
 

A1.46 The Big Lottery Fund (BIG) is the largest lottery ‘good cause’ distributor, 
funding local projects across England through both targeted strategic 
investment focused on specific themes and open, demand led programmes 
that can support local priority projects across a wide range of themes. BIG 
will offer LEPs who opt in with them a delivery and match funding service to 
enable them to procure Provision to meet their social inclusion priorities. 
 

A1.47 Providers should be clear on the Provision supported by BIG to avoid 
duplication. 
 

A1.48 Further details are available from the BIG website: 
https://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/england 
 
 
 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/skills-funding-agency
https://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/england
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National Offender Management Service ESF Provision 
 

A1.49 The NOMS is a Co-Financing Organisation and has contracted Provision 
available in England to support offenders leaving prison and probation and 
help them to access the learning and employment support they need.  See 
link to NOMS site – https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/national-
offender-management-service 
 

Non CFO ESF Provision 
 
A1.50 Where the LEP has sourced Provision via Direct Calls with the MA or 

through the Local Authority, the Provider should be clear on the Provision 
supported to avoid duplication. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/national-offender-management-service
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/national-offender-management-service
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Annex 2: ESF Requirements 

 

A2.1 It is the Provider’s responsibility to adhere to all ESF requirements and to 
ensure their supply chain does the same. Providers are ultimately 
accountable for the ESF compliance of their contract.  

 
Refer to ESF Provider Guidance for further information.  
 

ESF requirements for Marketing and Publicity  
 
A2.2 The Providers are responsible for complying with contractual requirements 

for publicity and information-related measures to support ESF, including 
complying with the publicity requirements of the European Commission.  
 

A2.3 Providers must include the costs of producing publicity material in their 
tenders.  
 

A2.4 DWP will work with Providers on the information that their material needs to 
cover to ensure the relevant DWP and ESF standards are met.  DWP must 
approve all publicity material before publication or use.   

 

Further information will be set out in Chapter 11 of the DWP Generic Provider 
Guidance which will be available before contract award.  

 

A2.5 Providers and their supply chain (if appropriate) must:   

 

 display an ESF 2014 - 2020 poster in their main delivery locations in a 
prominent place, where it is clearly visible to staff, Participants and 
wherever possible, others using the building;  
 

 use the ESF logo with reference to the European Union on any websites, 
publicity material and project documentation, including forms and letters;  
 

 make Participants aware that the Provision is ESF funded and they should 
be reminded of this throughout their activity;  
 

 provide Provider and Provision details for inclusion in the ESF public 
databases; 
 

 provide DWP with ‘Good News’ stories, including collecting the relevant 
information and obtaining Participants consent for DWP to publicise  ESF 
Provision; and 
 

 issue Participants with an information leaflet when they start on ESF 
funded/match Provision, which explains that the Provision they are 
attending forms part of ESF. This leaflet could be the DWP produced 
leaflet, the ESF2020 (formerly DWPF06). 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/framework-generic-guidance-provider-guidance
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A2.6 The ESF Managing Authority will maintain a database of contracts on the 
national ESF website. This will include the names of Provision, Provision 
Providers and the amount of funding allocated to the Provision. This will be 
generated from information supplied by the DWP CFO to the Managing 
Authority. It may also be used on the European Commission’s website. The 
ESF Managing Authority also publish a communications plan which includes 
information about the role of Providers in helping to raise awareness of ESF 
support for employment Provision among both ESF Participants and the 
wider general public. 
 

Cross Cutting Themes for ESF Provision 

 

A2.7 Providers and their supply chain (if appropriate) are required to take action to 
support ESF cross cutting themes of Gender Equality and Equal 
Opportunities and Sustainable Development. 
 

A2.8 Providers should fully understand the requirements and the following are 
some key activities that Providers are required to do: 
 

 maintain an equality policy, training plans and Provider diversity plan;  

 ensure that a discrimination complaints procedure is in place. Grievance 
Policy guidance will be included in the Provider Guidance which will be 
available before contract award; 

 ensure an equal opportunities policy is in place for Participants and staff 
including any key workers;  

 ensure buildings including outreach centres etc. comply with the Equality 
Act 2010;  

 support and be involved in equality impact assessments  undertaken by 
the Department; and 

 ensure a Sustainable Development Policy and implementation plan is in 
place which must be submitted to the ESF Performance Manager within 6 
months of the contract starting and annually thereafter.  Guidance on the 
requirements for sustainable development will be set out in Provider 
Guidance which will be available before contract award. 

 

ESF Documentation and Evidence Retention Requirements 

 

A2.9 Providers must keep evidence and key documentation in support of the 
delivery of and payments for ESF Provision. It is the Provider’s responsibility 
to ensure that documents and data can be relied on for ESF audit purposes. 
The Provider must have robust systems in place to ensure that 
documentation (paper or electronic) is securely held and is easily retrievable 
and accessible throughout the retention period.   
 

A2.10 To meet audit requirements Providers will be required to retain all relevant 
documentation. This must cover: 
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 A complete audit trail of all relevant documents at all stages of the 
process (e.g. Participant and claim-related documentation);  

 Documentation down to individual level against a specific contract number 
to provide evidence of payments claimed from DWP – a key EU audit 
requirement; and 

 Evidence to show compliance with ESF publicity requirements, 
sustainable development, equality, diversity and equal opportunities. 
 

Further information on ESF Requirements can be found in Chapter 11 of the DWP 
Generic Provider Guidance.  
 
A2.11 Documentation must be: 

 

 Properly organised (it is recommended that all the required information for 
an individual Participant is held on a personal file linked to a contract 
number, which is cross-referenced to a main file to aid retrieval of specific 
documents to support audit activity); 

 Maintained in good condition to protect the integrity of the information; and 
be, 

 Secure, controlled and easy to access if and when required for audit 
purposes throughout the retention period. 

 
A2.12 The Provider must submit a Document Retention Policy to DWP within 4 

weeks of the Service Start Date. This must include details on how the policy 
will be implemented (including through the Supply Chain where applicable), 
maintained and monitored by the Provider. 
 

A2.13 The Provider (including their supply chain, if appropriate) can be audited by 
DWP Internal Auditors, ESF Audit Authority, the European Court of Auditors 
or the European Commission and the DWP ESF Managing Authority.  

 
A2.14 DWP and The National Archives recommend that electronically held data is 

migrated onto new formats every 5 years to ensure the data remains 
readable and usable. 
 

A2.15 Details of the documentation that must be retained as a minimum can be 
found in the DWP Generic Provider Guidance.  

  

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/466610/pg-chapter-11.pdf
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Annex 3:  LEP Area Additional Information 

The information in this Annex has been provided by the LEP for reference only. The 
Provider is expected to conduct their own research into the LEP area covered by this 
contract.  
 

Northamptonshire Pen Picture 

Northamptonshire has one of the fastest growing populations in the country 
outstripping national population growth by 36% between 2001 and 2011 with this 
forecasted to grow from 710,407 in 2013 to 774,832 by 2021, reaching 834,647 by 
2030. Importantly, this growth has boosted the working age population, meaning that 
Northamptonshire has a loyal and committed workforce available to achieve growth 
ambition, as demonstrated by high employment rates (80.5%), which are amongst 
the highest in the country.  

Given the high growth in jobs in the area in recent years there is a relatively low 
employment rate and high levels of worklessness particularly among migrant , young 
people and women, and a high proportion of people with no, or low level 
qualifications. The level of economically inactive individuals also remains too high, 
with the following labour market statistics being significant 

 Out of Work Benefits – 8.3% of working age resident claim an out of work benefit 
(37,090 people);  

 Unemployment – 7,965 people claim JSA (February 2015);  

 Lone Parents – 5,040 lone parent families in the county (August 2014);  

 ESA and Incapacity – 22,370 people claiming either ESA or IB – 5% of the 
working age population (August 2014). 

 

Northamptonshire also faces specific skills challenges with a higher percentage of 
working age residents in Northamptonshire having no qualifications (10.7%) in 
comparison with the regional (10.4%) and national (9.4%) averages. 
Northamptonshire underperforms at every level in comparison with the GB average, 
with the disparity highest at NVQ4 and above, where Northamptonshire has 30.8% 
of its residents qualified compared with 35.1% in GB.  

80.5% of Northamptonshire’s population is economically active, with 76.5% in 
employment, of which 65.9% are employees and 10.0% self-employed (NOMIS 
breakdown) and 4.8% unemployed (September 2014) The 19.5% inactive comprised 
mainly of students, those with family responsibilities, long term sick and retired 
people.    

In 2013, there were 367,000 Northamptonshire jobs compared with 352,000 in 2010, 
providing a jobs density of 0.82 in comparison with 0.76 in the East Midlands and 
0.80 in GB.  Jobs are not distributed evenly across Northamptonshire – Northampton 
has 139,000 jobs creating a jobs density of 0.99, while East Northamptonshire has 
34,000 jobs creating a jobs density of 0.63 per head of working population. 
Additionally, the position has changed significantly over time in some areas, with 
Daventry increasing its number of jobs from 34,000 in 2000 to 40,000 in 2013 and 
consequently its jobs density from 0.75 to 0.81; whereas Corby’s jobs density over 
the same period reduced from 1.00 to 0.76 over the same period.  
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Recent analysis by Northamptonshire County Council shows that that at least 19,105 
Northamptonshire residents leave the county during the working day. The analysis 
shows that it is people with higher level skills who are most likely to commute outside 
the county. For those with higher level skills (NVQ level 4 qualifications and above), 
the difference between the working-day and resident population is -11,286. This 
indicates that at least 11,286 county residents with higher level qualifications are not 
in the county during the working day and therefore work elsewhere (8.5% of people 
with L4 qualifications and above). These flows are highest for East Northamptonshire 
and South Northamptonshire, which also has a lower that Northants average jobs 
density of 0.74.  

Northamptonshire’s most significant outward migration is to the south to Milton 
Keynes and Cherwell – the draft Northamptonshire Local Economic Assessment 
found that the county’s residents are increasingly commuting to work out of the area 
by travelling primarily to: Milton Keynes, Oxford, Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire. 
However, it is anticipated that in-commuting to Northampton will increase due to 
surrounding sub-national growth.  

Growth in working age population will be strongly linked with employment and 
resultant migration changes – as it will be predominantly those of working age who 
will migrate into the county to take new jobs. Between 2013 and 2021, the working 
age population is forecast to increase from 448,000 to between 459,000 (2% 
increase) and 463,000 (3% increase). The working age population has not grown in 
line with overall population growth because of ageing population, although 
Northamptonshire faces fewer demographic challenges than other areas due to 
inward migration.  

A higher dependency ratio of working population to total population is a feature of all 
Western European countries, meaning that growing economies need larger 
populations than previously. A corollary of this is that there will be fewer young 
people to take the jobs of older people as they leave the labour force, this is likely to 
affect businesses in the area through the significant skills issue of replacement 
demand, as older skilled workers will leave the workforce and need to be replaced by 
younger skilled workers. 

It is therefore imperative that Northamptonshire focusses on those who are 
economically inactive and within this group provides support to those adults who 
face multiple barriers in order to help them return to the labour market.   

Northamptonshire Strategic Economic Plan 

Northamptonshire’s Strategic Economic Plan sets out an ambitious strategy to 
deliver accelerated economic growth and to meet the housing and employment 
needs of one of the fastest growing populations in the country.  

During the seven year plan period to 2021, a total of 37,000 new homes will be built 
and 32,500 jobs created; this will rise to 80,000 homes and 70,000 jobs by 2031. 
This plan is ambitious, realistic and deliverable, as the Strategic Economic Plan 
demonstrates. 
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Going Further 

The ambition is to grow the economy from its current £16bn to £20bn by 2021, 
delivering growth levels 1% over and above those achieved nationally. The total 
number of jobs within the economy will have grown to 397,500 by 2021 and 435,000 
by 2031. The population will also grow, continuing to significantly exceed national 
population growth. It is expected to reach 774,832 by 2021, and 834,647 by 2031. 

Growing Faster 

High employment density and low levels of unemployment mean that 
Northamptonshire is well placed to support national economic recovery and to 
remain a net economic contributor to the UK. 

The Strategic Economic Plan has been built around Northamptonshire’s unique offer, 
which includes; 

 Its premier location and unrivalled access to markets; 
 Sectoral expertise in High Performance Technologies, logistics and Food and 

Drink; 
 World class brands; 
 Diverse and distinct investment locations, and; 
 A series of market-ready investment sites. 

 
These assets will provide a platform for accelerated growth, focused on businesses, 
places and people. This growth will be enabled through investment in the supporting 
infrastructure, particularly transport and housing. 
 
Northamptonshire’s Strategic Economic Plan identifies the strategic imperatives that 
must be addressed and provides a series of strategic priorities that respond to these. 
This approach ensures a focus on the most important activities for delivering 
economic growth that is both sustained and sustainable. 
 

These strategic priorities are evidence based and flow from serious analytical review. 
This analysis identified several opportunities and challenges, resulting in a series of 
strategic imperatives that will either accelerate or, if not addressed, potentially inhibit 
growth. These are 
 
Population – responding to the employment and housing needs of a rapidly growing 
population. 
 
Business Competitiveness – developing the productivity and competitiveness of SMEs, 
accelerating growth in priority sectors, identifying and growing new priority sectors, 
developing inward investment activity and exploiting the productivity premium. 
 
Employment and skills – addressing the skills deficit, developing the knowledge 
economy to attract higher value jobs and address economic activity and persistent 
levels of youth unemployment. 
 
Innovation – working with the business base to develop open innovation and create 
innovation networks within and across sectors and with recognised centres of 
excellence.  
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People and Communities 
 
Based on the 2011 census, 8.5% of the county’s population are in ethnic minority 
groups (EMGs). The largest EMG element is those who describe their ethnicity as 
Asian, comprising 3.7% of the population. There are significant variations across 
ethnicities in economic activity and employment rates, and in occupations held. The 
white population of Northamptonshire have an employment rate of 76.3%, which is 
higher than that for most other ethnic groups in the area, with the exception of those 
who describe their ethnicity as Indian (78.6%) or Mixed (84%). This is not the case in 
the East Midlands or England overall, where the white population has the highest 
employment rates. 
 
Overall levels of deprivation are fairly low in Northamptonshire. Compared to other 
counties in England, it is ranked 48th out of 149 – taking into consideration a number 
of different aspects including income, health and education. This does however 
mask some significant areas in which Northamptonshire demonstrates particularly 
high levels of deprivation, which can have a serious impact on not only the people 
and families with those communities but on wider socio-economic issues such as 
employment, benefits support and crime. These indicators are explored in further 
detail below. 
 
As household incomes and living standards have been squeezed following the 
recession, child poverty levels have inevitably increased too, with all 
Northamptonshire districts recording a slight increase since 2008. By district, 
Northampton has the highest level of children living in poverty (20.9%) and South 
Northamptonshire the least (6.5%). 
 
Skill levels have historically been an important issue in Northamptonshire and have 
been identified as a key priority target in the ‘Northamptonshire 10 Point Plan’. A 
highly and appropriately skilled workforce has a crucial role to play in a modern, 
knowledge intensive and export-driven economy. A skilled workforce helps 
economies exploit new opportunities in high value-added activities; encourages 
greater investment (including inward investment) and innovation; and, ultimately 
supports economic growth and greater productivity. 
 
The skills profile within Northamptonshire however remains is challenging with a 
higher percentage of working age residents in Northamptonshire having no 
qualifications (10.7%) in comparison with the regional (10.4%) and national (9.4%) 
averages. Northamptonshire underperforms at every level in comparison with the GB 
average, with the disparity highest at NVQ4 and above, where Northamptonshire has 
30.8% of its residents qualified compared with 35.1% in GB. 
 
When workplace and resident earnings are compared there is an indication that 
residents working outside the county are on average, earning higher salaries / wages 
than those working in the county. This suggests that residents are out-commuting to 
work in higher value added roles. 
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Jobseekers Allowance (JSA) Claimant Count 

 
In March 2015, based on JSA claimant count figures, Northamptonshire’s 
unemployment rate was 1.7%, which is lower than the East Midlands (1.9%) and GB 
at 2.0%. There is a significant variation between districts with South 
Northamptonshire having the lowest unemployment rate (0.6%) and Wellingborough 
the highest (2.4%). Some districts have been able to maintain consistently low 
unemployment rates during the economic downturn. 
 
Males form a greater proportion of the register, making up 62% of the register. The 
male rate of unemployment is also higher at 2.2% of working age population. 
 
Unemployment claimant rates have fallen steadily from 4.0% JSA count in 2010, and 
it is assumed that this trend will continue, although it is likely to slow as the 
proportion of long term unemployed clients and those needing additional support 
increases as a percentage of the register. 
 
Unemployment by Duration and Age 

 
The March 2015 count showed that there was a higher percentage of 18-24 year olds 
claiming JSA at 3.0%, in comparison with 1.7% for the overall register. By district, South 
Northamptonshire had the lowest proportion of 18-24 JSA claimants (0.9%), and 
Wellingborough the highest (5.2%). 
 
At Northamptonshire LEP level, unemployment is most prevalent among the 25-49 age 
group, with 56% of the total register being within this age bracket. It is therefore important 
that interventions are designed to meet the needs of this particular client group. 
 
Economic Inactivity 

 

Worklessness includes anyone who is without a job - both the unemployed and the 
economically inactive. Some people have voluntarily left the labour market; reasons 
for this might include early retirement or care responsibilities. However, some of the 
economically inactive population may still want to work, but need support to do so. 
The ‘workless’ population also includes those who are available for work, but not 
claiming benefits. These groups are difficult to account for in the statistics. 
 
The economic activity rate of Northamptonshire the county is 80.5%, with 76.5% in 
employment, of which 65.9% are employees and 10.0% self-employed (NOMIS 
breakdown) and 4.8% unemployed (September 2014). The 19.5% inactive 
comprised mainly of students, those with family responsibilities, long term sick and 
retired people. 
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Annex 4:  Labour Market Information Sources 

 

A4.1 Providers will be expected to conduct research on the labour market in the 
LEP area they are tendering in. 
 

A4.2 Information relating to the LEP area can be found on the Northamptonshire 
LEP website. 
  

A4.3  Published Analysis of the DWP Working Age Customer Base: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/analysis-of-the-dwp-working-
age-customer-base-2010-quarter-4   
 

A4.4 This analysis supports the commitment by DWP to understand its individual 
claimants better by creating a consolidated view of DWP working age 
claimants from the wealth of information held in Departmental systems. The 
analysis draws upon well established principles to create ten segments 
based on shared characteristics, such as length of time on benefits, 
demographics and situation, mainly drawn from DWP administrative data 
and supplemented by external socio-demographic profiling information. 
Providers may find this information useful when considering their service 
delivery model. 
 

A4.5 Local partners may have a range of data about localities which may help but 
some other sources of further information on proportions of key claimant 
groups are: 
 

 Census Output Area Data on Workless Benefit Customers: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/census-output-area-data-on-
workless-benefit-claimants-in-2013 

 
 NOMIS Official Labour Market Statistics: 

https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/Default.asp NOMIS provides a history of 
information on benefit counts and flows. It is possible to breakdown by 
geographical areas, certain characteristics, claim durations, occupation 
sought and recorded destination on leaving benefit. 

 
 The Office for National Statistics: 

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/default.asp produces independent 
information to improve our understanding of the UK's economy and 
society. 

  

http://www.northamptonshireep.co.uk/
http://www.northamptonshireep.co.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/analysis-of-the-dwp-working-age-customer-base-2010-quarter-4
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/analysis-of-the-dwp-working-age-customer-base-2010-quarter-4
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/census-output-area-data-on-workless-benefit-claimants-in-2013
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/census-output-area-data-on-workless-benefit-claimants-in-2013
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/Default.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/default.asp
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Annex 5:  Sources of Additional Information1 

 

 

A5.1 Further background information can be found in the following: 

 

 ERDF and ESF LEP Allocations 2014 – 2020: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/european-regional-
development-fund-and-european-social-fund-allocations-2014-to-2020 
 

 The LEP Network: http://www.lepnetwork.net/ 
 

 Corporate Publications: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-work-
pensions 
 

 Data Protection Act 1998, Chapter 29: 
http://www.opsi.gov.uk/acts/acts1998/ukpga_19980029_en_1  
  

 DWP Information Directorate Statistical Tab Tool: 
http://research.dwp.gov.uk/asd/index.php?page=tabtool  
  

 DWP Policy Publications: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/policies?keywords=&topics[]=all&departm
ents[]=department-for-work-pensions 
 

 DWP Generic Provider Guidance: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/framework-generic-guidance-
provider-guidance  
 

 DWP Structural Reform Plan:  
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/draft-dwp-structural-reform-
plan. 
 

 Employment and Support Allowance – Help if you are ill or disabled: 
http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/DisabledPeople/FinancialSupport/esa/index.ht
m   
   

 Employment protection during business transfers and takeovers: 
https://www.gov.uk/browse/employing-people/contracts 
 

 Employment, Retention and Advancement: 
http://www.psi.org.uk/research/project.asp?project_id=134 
  

 Guidance on TUPE in the DWP contracting process: 
https://www.gov.uk/transfers-takeovers 
 

                                            
1
 All links were working at the time of publication.   

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/european-regional-development-fund-and-european-social-fund-allocations-2014-to-2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/european-regional-development-fund-and-european-social-fund-allocations-2014-to-2020
http://www.lepnetwork.net/
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-work-pensions
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-work-pensions
http://www.opsi.gov.uk/acts/acts1998/ukpga_19980029_en_1
http://research.dwp.gov.uk/asd/index.php?page=tabtool
https://www.gov.uk/government/policies?keywords=&topics%5b%5d=all&departments%5b%5d=department-for-work-pensions
https://www.gov.uk/government/policies?keywords=&topics%5b%5d=all&departments%5b%5d=department-for-work-pensions
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/framework-generic-guidance-provider-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/framework-generic-guidance-provider-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/draft-dwp-structural-reform-plan
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/draft-dwp-structural-reform-plan
http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/DisabledPeople/FinancialSupport/esa/index.htm
http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/DisabledPeople/FinancialSupport/esa/index.htm
https://www.gov.uk/browse/employing-people/contracts
http://www.psi.org.uk/research/project.asp?project_id=134
https://www.gov.uk/transfers-takeovers
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 Jobseeker’s Allowance – Help while you look for work: 
https://www.gov.uk/browse/working/finding-job 
 

 Jobseeker’s Allowance Regulations 1996: 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1996/207/contents/made 
 

 Merlin Standard: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-merlin-
standard-guide-for-dwp-providers 
  

 Merlin Standard: http://www.merlinstandard.co.uk/about-merlin.php 
  

 NOMIS Official Labour Market Statistics: 
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/Default.asp   
   

 National Offenders Management Service (NOMS): 
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/national-offender-
management-service 
 

 Office of public sector information - UK legislation: 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/browse/uk 
 

 Skills Funding Agency: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/skills-funding-agency 
 

 Early Learning and Child Care: https://www.gov.uk/schools-colleges/early-
learning-childcare 
 

 T.A.E.N  - The Age and Employment Network:  http://www.taen.org.uk/                    
  

 The Law Relating to Social Security: http://www.dwp.gov.uk/law-
volumes/the-law-relating-to-social-security/ 

  

https://www.gov.uk/browse/working/finding-job
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1996/207/contents/made
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-merlin-standard-guide-for-dwp-providers
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-merlin-standard-guide-for-dwp-providers
http://www.merlinstandard.co.uk/about-merlin.php
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/Default.asp
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/national-offender-management-service
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/national-offender-management-service
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/browse/uk
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/skills-funding-agency
https://www.gov.uk/schools-colleges/early-learning-childcare
https://www.gov.uk/schools-colleges/early-learning-childcare
http://www.taen.org.uk/
http://www.dwp.gov.uk/law-volumes/the-law-relating-to-social-security/
http://www.dwp.gov.uk/law-volumes/the-law-relating-to-social-security/
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Annex 6: Definitions 

Employed 

 

A6.1 Persons aged 15 and over in Employment (Work for pay, profit or family gain 
or were not at work but had a job or business from which they were 
temporarily absent because of for instance, illness, holidays, industrial 
dispute, and education or training). 
 
Includes: 
 

 Employees (including those in subsidised positions and apprentices); 

 Self-employed;  

 Family workers;  

 Persons on maternity or paternity leave;  

 non-UC claimants working over 16 hours per week; 

 UC claimants whose circumstances place them in either; the All Work 
Related Requirements (AWRR) – Light Touch regime, or the No Work 
Related Requirements – Working Enough groups. 

 

Excludes: 

 

 UC claimants who are placed in the All Work Related Requirements 
(AWRR) – Light Touch regime because of their partner’s circumstances 
(treat as unemployed). 

 Persons who are registered as unemployed but have a small part-time 
job (as allowed under the definition of registered unemployed) - (treat as 
unemployed).  

 Persons on full-time parental leave - (if registered as unemployed then 
treat as unemployed, otherwise treat as inactive).  

 Conscripts who performed some work for pay or profit during the 
reference week - (treat as inactive). 
 

Unemployed 

 
A6.2 Persons out of work, available for work and actively seeking work who are 

registered as a JSA claimant OR UC Claimant whose circumstances place 
them in the All Work Related Requirements (AWRR) – Intensive Work 
Search Regime.   
 

Includes: 

 

 Persons who are registered as unemployed (as above) but have a small 
part-time job (as defined). 
 

Inactive 

 
A6.3 Persons not employed and not unemployed (as defined). 
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 Includes: 
 

 Full-Time students (even if registered unemployed); 

 ESA, IB, IS claimants; 

 UC claimants who are placed in the Work preparation requirement or 
Work-focused interview requirement conditionality groups;  

 People not in receipt of benefits; 

 People who are distant from the labour market who need additional 
support, skills and / or confidence to enable them to move towards 
employment. 
 

 Excludes: 

 Self-Employed, including helping family members (treat as employed) 
 

Part-time Work 

 

A6.4 This is a small part-time job as allowed under the unemployed definition.  For 
Unemployed (as defined) JSA Participants 'a small part-time job' equates to 
employment under 16 hours per week. 
 
For Unemployed (as defined) UC Participants 'a small part-time job' equates 
to employment that does not move the claimant out of the All Work Related 
Requirements (AWRR) - Intensive Work Search Regime. 
 

Participation 

 

Start 
 

A6.5 A Participant will be deemed to have started on Provision once a Provider 
has: 
 

 undertaken a face to face in-depth needs assessment;   

 agreed activities with the Participant and an Action Plan has been signed 
by both parties; and 

 the start date is recorded on PRaP. 
 

Time on Provision 
 
A6.6 Once the Participant has started this ESF Provision they remain on Provision 

until they become a completer or early completer (regardless of employment 
status and engagement). 
 

Maximum Provision Duration 
 
A6.7 A continuous period of 52 weeks from the Participant’s start date.  
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Completer 
 
A6.8 Where the Participant completes the defined Provision duration. 

 

Early Completer 
 
A6.9 A Participant will be deemed an early completer and their Provision ends 

where: 
 

 a Short Job Outcome is achieved during the Provision duration;  

 the Participant has moved address and, following discussions between 
the Provider and Participant, it is agreed that participation is no longer 
appropriate;  

 the Participant has chosen to move to a different DWP ESF 2014-2020 
Provision; or, 

 The Participant has died. 
 

Tracking Period 
 
A6.10 The tracking period is a 4 week period following immediately after the 

completion date. 
 

Job Outcome Claims 

 

Short Job Outcome 
 
A6.11 A cumulative period of 13 out of 26 weeks employment where the initial job 

starts within the Provision duration or 4 week tracking period.  
 

Sustained Job Outcome 
 

A6.12 A cumulative period of 26 out of 52 weeks employment where the initial* job 
starts within the Provision duration or 4 week tracking period. The 26 eligible 
weeks contributing towards the Sustained Job Outcome must fall within the 
52 week period commencing from the first week of the Short Job Outcome. 
Providers are prevented from using any periods of employment which 
occurred before the first week that contributed towards the Short Job 
Outcome.*initial job start = The start date of the first job that contributes to Job Outcomes in the 

cumulative period. 

 
Employment 
 
A6.13 To satisfy outcome definitions Employment is defined as, each week 

contributing to the required number of weeks in work will: 
 

 Be a period of seven consecutive calendar days during which the 
Participant was employed (be that under, contract, PAYE, self 
employment or otherwise with the exception of volunteering) on at least 
one day (but not necessarily for any minimum number of hours). 
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A6.14 To be considered as ‘employed’ for the entirety of the seven day period the 
Participant was either: 

 

 Not claiming or otherwise in receipt of a Relevant Benefit; 

 Or, in the case of a Participant continuing to claim / receive Universal 
Credit, earned in the seven day period at least the Minimum Threshold. 

 
A6.15 Relevant Benefit means any combination of Incapacity Benefit, Carer’s 

Allowance, Severe Disablement Allowance, Jobseekers Allowance, 
Employment Support Allowance, Income Support and/or Universal Credit 
(and or other such benefits detailed in Provider Guidance) as claimed or paid 
to the Participant. 
 

Refer to Provider Guidance for the Minimum Threshold levels which apply to 
Universal Credit claimants.   
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Annex 7: Performance of DWP Employment Provision 

 

A7.1 This annex provides a brief overview of the performance of recent DWP 
employment provision to inform the thinking of bidders when considering a 
performance offer for ESF2014 - 2020 Provision. The data presented relates 
to national programme performance and is not specific to any ESF2014 - 
2020 geography. 

 
A7.2 Although all the information below is expressed in terms of cohort 

performance (the proportion of groups of referrals / starts that achieve an 
employment outcome over time), it is not possible to directly compare 
different programmes as there are significant variations in the way 
performance is measured and defined, the characteristics of participant 
groups, and the nature of the support itself. 

 
A7.3 When considering a performance offer for ESF2014 - 2020 Provision, the 

information below should be taken into account alongside differences from 
ESF support in the following key areas: 

 

 Participant groups – ESF2014 - 2020 Provision is targeted at a range 
of people with differing barriers to employment and support needs, all 
of whom volunteer to join the programme. The Provision below is a 
mixture of mandatory and voluntary participation over a wide spectrum 
of support needs. 

 Nature and duration of support – ESF2014 - 2020 Provision will offer 
a range of support which may differ considerably from some of the 
Provision listed below, for example Work Choice offers supported 
employment, and NEA mentors Participants through to self-
employment. 

 Job Outcome definitions – ESF2014 - 2020 Provision short (13wks 
out of 26)  and sustained (26wks out of 52)  Job Outcome definitions 
are different to the provisions below, for example a Work Choice 
sustained Job Outcome has lasted 26wks out of 30 weeks, not the 52 
permitted for ESF. 

 

A7.4 The following paragraphs give an overview of the cohort performance of a 
range of current and past DWP programmes, and highlight some of the 
potential differences to consider when thinking about ESF2014 - 2020 
performance. 

Work Programme (WP) 

 
A7.5 Work Programme is the Department’s largest contracted employment 

programme. It is designed for JSA and ESA claimants who are long term 
unemployed, or at risk of becoming so.  
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A7.6 Participation is mandatory for the majority of JSA claimants, as well as for 
certain ESA claimants based on the outcome of their Work Capability 
Assessment (WCA). There are also several voluntary customer groups 
within the programme. Work Programme provision is primarily black-box with 
each provider offering their own tailored support. 

 

A7.7 Job Outcomes are defined as either 13 or 26 weeks out of 104 (plus 
payment tail) depending on the customer group. 

 

A7.8 The table below shows the cohort performance 12 months following referral 
for those in the latest cohort available within the most recent published data. 

 

(WP Jun-14 referral cohort) 

Customer Group 

Job Outcome 

Performance 

after 12 months 

(%) 

JSA 18 to 24 26.6 

JSA 25 and over 21.5 

New ESA Customers (excl. 12 

Month Prognosis claimants) 
7.7 

JSA Early Entrants 25.3 

JSA Ex-Incapacity Benefits 12.9 

JSA Prison Leavers 10.5 

ESA Volunteers 5.0 

New ESA Customers (only 12 

Month prognosis claimants) 
4.8 

ESA Ex-Incapacity Benefits 1.8 

Other JSA 19.0 

Other ESA 3.9 

Overall 18.0 

 

A7.9 These performance figures were taken from the Work Programme official 
statistics released in September 2015. The publication and related data 
tables are available here: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/work-
programmes-statistical-summary-data-to-30-june-2015  

Work Choice (WC) 

 
A7.10 Work Choice Provision helps disabled people with complex needs enter and 

stay in employment.  
 
A7.11 Participation is voluntary, and Work Choice is targeted at disabled people 

with complex employment support needs for whom other DWP Provision is 
not suitable, and those who are in work but under threat of losing their job as 
a result of their disability. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/work-programmes-statistical-summary-data-to-30-june-2015
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/work-programmes-statistical-summary-data-to-30-june-2015
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A7.12 Work Choice Provision includes pre-employment support and supported 
employment where Providers directly support individuals in employment. 

 
A7.13 Two Job Outcomes are presented - a Short Job Outcome defined as 

entering supported or unsupported employment that is expected to last 13 
weeks, and a Sustained Job Outcome defined as unsupported employment 
lasting at least 26 weeks out of 30, starting from the date of progression into 
unsupported employment. 

 

A7.14 The table below shows the performance for the cohort of starts within Q2 
2014-15 for Short Job Outcomes and Q2 2013-14 for Sustained Job 
Outcomes.  
 

 Job 
Outcome 

Performance 
(%) 

Short Job Outcomes after 12 months 
(supported and unsupported employment) 

58.5 

Sustained Job Outcomes after 24 months 
(unsupported employment) 

19.3 

 

A7.15 It is important to note that a large majority of Participants achieving a Short 
Job Outcome have done so through supported employment, where a 
Participant is in employment but receives in work support from the provider. 

 
A7.16 These performance figures were taken from the Work Choice official 

statistics released in November 2015, this available here: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/fil
e/477460/work-choice-statistics-sep-2015.pdf  

 

New Enterprise Allowance (NEA) 

 
A7.17 New Enterprise Allowance helps benefit claimants enter sustainable self-

employment. 
 

A7.18 Participation is voluntary, and the claimant group comprises those claiming 
out of work benefits that have not been referred to any other mandatory 
DWP Provision. 

 
A7.19 Participants receive mentoring and support to draw up and agree a business 

plan, and further support as they begin trading. 
 

A7.20 The outcomes measured here are the number of Participants that produce a 
business plan then commence trading and the number that continue trading 
for 26 weeks. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/477460/work-choice-statistics-sep-2015.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/477460/work-choice-statistics-sep-2015.pdf
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A7.21 The Provision began in January 2015 and there are currently no published 
performance figures, however pre-programme minimum expectations are 
that a minimum of 50% of mentoring starts will produce a business plan 
and commence trading and 37.5% of mentoring starts achieve 26 
weeks of trading.  

 

A7.22 These performance expectations were taken from the provider guidance 
which is available to read here: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/fil
e/401460/nea-provider-guidance.pdf 

ESF Support for Families with Multiple Problems 

 
A7.23 This ESF Support for Families was designed to help people in families with 

multiple problems to progress towards working through tackling the barriers 
that stand in their way. 

 
A7.24 To be eligible, families had to have at least one member on DWP out of work 

benefits and a history of worklessness in the family. 
 

A7.25 A Job Outcome was defined based on the Participants benefit. In the case of a 
JSA claimant it is 26 weeks accumulated over the provision period, for other 
Participants it was 13 weeks. 

 

A7.26 The table below shows the cohort performance after 12 months for those in the 
latest monthly cohort available within the most recent published data.  

 

(ESF Aug-14 attachment cohort) 

Customer Group 

Job Outcome 

Performance 

after 12 months 

(%) 

JSA participants 9.9 

non-JSA participants 7.1 

 

A7.27 These performance figures were taken from ESF statistics released in 
October 2015. This figures are available here: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/fil
e/471819/esf-families-with-multiple-problems-stats-to-aug-2015.pdf  

ESF2014 - 2020 performance 

 

A7.28 When considering a performance offer for ESF2014 - 2020 Provision, the 
diversity of existing Provision in terms of Participant groups, the nature of 
support and Job Outcome definitions needs to be taken into account and 
compared to those set out within the ESF2014 - 2020 specification. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/401460/nea-provider-guidance.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/401460/nea-provider-guidance.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/471819/esf-families-with-multiple-problems-stats-to-aug-2015.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/471819/esf-families-with-multiple-problems-stats-to-aug-2015.pdf
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A7.29 Particular attention should also be paid to the local labour market conditions 
within the Contract Package Area and the potential variation from the 
national level figures presented above. 

 

A7.30 Consideration should be given to the performance of recent DWP Provision 
and how that differs from this ESF2014 – 2020 Provision.  A reasonable 
performance expectation for Short and Sustained Job Outcomes could be in 
the region of 10% to 40%. 
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Summary of Provision Performance 

  

Provision Eligibility Group 
Voluntary / 

Mandatory 

Job Outcome 

Definition 
Cohort Performance 

Work Programme  

(Black Box Pre-

Employment / In Work 

Support) 

Varies by Payment Group: 

JSA and ESA claimants who are long 

term unemployed, or at risk of becoming 

so 

Voluntary and 

Mandatory 

13 and 26 weeks out of 

104 (plus payment tail) 

18% after 12 months 

(Jun-14 referral cohort) 

Work Choice 

(Pre-Employment 

Support, Supported 

employment) 

Disabled people with complex 

employment support needs for whom 

other DWP provision is not suitable, and 

those who are in work but under threat of 

losing their job as a result of their 

disability 

Voluntary 

 

ETL 13wk: supported / 

unsupported 

employment, 16 hrs 

p/w minimum, 

expected to last 13 

weeks; 

58.5% after 12 months 

(Q2 2013-14 start cohort) 

26wk Sustained: 

unsupported 

employment sustained 

for 26 out of 30 weeks 

19.3% after 24 months 

(Q2 2013-14 start cohort) 

New Enterprise 

Allowance 

(Help towards self-

employment) 

Out of Work: 

Those on out of work benefits whose 

have not been referred to any mandatory 

provision. 

Voluntary 

26wk Sustained 

Trading: 

Mentoring starts who 

achieve 26 weeks of 

37.5%  

(pre-programme expectation) 
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business trading 

ESF Support for 

Families with Multiple 

Problems 

(Tackle entrenched 

worklessness by 

progressing families 

with multiple barriers to 

work, closer to 

sustainable 

employment) 

 

JSA Group: 

Families having to have at least one 

member on DWP out of work benefits and 

a history of worklessness in the family 

Voluntary 

 

26wk Sustained: In 

employment and off 

benefit for 26 weeks 

out of 18 months 

9.9% after 12 months 

(Aug-14 start cohort) 

 

Non-JSA Group: 

Families having to have at least one 

member on DWP out of work benefits and 

a history of worklessness in the family 

Voluntary 

 

13wk: In employment 

and off benefit for 13 

out of 18 months 

7.7% after 12 months 

(Aug-14 start cohort) 
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Annex 8: Glossary of Terms 

 

Action Plan A document that specifies agreed activity.  

Cohort As defined in Terms and Conditions. 

Cohort Profile As defined in Terms and Conditions. 

Contract Package 
Area 

The term used to describe the geographic area of the 
contract. 

Critical Success 
Factors 

The factors (i.e. the positive outcomes or benefits) against 
which the success of a programme will be measured in 
order to justify the investment.  

Cumulative Backlog 

“Cumulative Backlog” shall refer to the backlog of referred 
Participants (expressed as a percentage) which shall 
inevitably accrue if the lead contractor fails to honour it’s 
Monthly Performance Level within ESF 2014-2020, in that 
a Start or Did not Attend / Did not Start action is recorded 
in PRaP within 20 working days for 100% of referrals. 

Customer Service 
Standards 

As defined in Terms and Conditions. 

Invitation to Tender 
(ItT) 

A package of documentation issued to Providers as part 
of a Procurement exercise.  

Jobcentre Plus 

Part of DWP, JCP provides an integrated service to 
people of working age. It offers help to people looking to 
move into work and support for people who cannot. JCP 
also provides services to employers wishing to fill 
vacancies.  

JCP District 
A specified area of England, Scotland or Wales within 
which to deliver services to JCP claimants.  

Participant 
The person(s) who has officially started on Provision and 
is directly receiving the Services provided by the 
Contractor as specified in the Contract. 

Procurement 
The process of purchasing goods and / or service: 
identification to payment.  

Provider(s) 
The generic term used to describe Providers of 
employment support.  

Provider Guidance 
Detailed guidance and information (including processes) 
which is provided by DWP to the successful Providers to 
use when delivering the contracted service.  

Provider Referrals 
and Payments 
System (PRaP) 

The DWP prescribed IT system which will be used to refer 
Participants and pay Providers. Note, where PRaP is not 
available a clerical system will be adopted.   

Provision 

A term used to describe the services offered to a 
Participant when they are participating in a government 
programme. These can be services provided in-house, for 
example, by DWP, or by organisations from the private 
and voluntary sector.  
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Run Off Period As defined in Terms and Conditions. 

Universal Credit (UC) 

UC – Universal Credit is a new single payment for people 
who are looking for work or on a low income. Universal 
Credit will help claimants and their families to become 
more independent and will simplify the benefits system by 
bringing together a range of working-age benefits into a 
single streamlined payment.  
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Annex 9: Abbreviations 

 

CEP Contracted Employment Programmes 

CFO Co-Financing Organisations 

CMO Compliance Monitoring Officer 

CPA Contract Package Area 

CPR Contract Performance Review 

DWP Department for Work and Pensions 

EC European Commission 

ESA Employment and Support Allowance 

ESF European Social Fund 

EU European Union 

IB Incapacity Benefit 

ICE Independent Case Examiner 

ICO Information Commissioners Office 

IS Income Support 

IT Information Technology 

ItT Invitation to Tender 

JCP Jobcentre Plus 

JSA Jobseeker's Allowance 

LA Local Authorities 

LMS Labour Market System 

MEAT Most Economically Advantageous Tender 

MI Management Information 

NAO National Audit Office 

NOMS National Offender Management Service  

PAT Provider Assurance Team 

PRaP Provider Referrals and Payments system 

SCIAT Supply Chain Information Assurance Team 

SCR Special Customer Records 

SFA Skills Funding Agency 

T&Cs Terms & Conditions 

TUPE Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) 

UC Universal Credit 

UK United Kingdom 

WP Work Programme  

 


